
ABSTRACT 

YOUSEFELAHIYEH, ROYA. Modeling FOG Deposit Formation and Accumulation in 

Sewer Collection Systems. (Under the direction of Dr. Joel J. Ducoste). 

Over 45% of the sewer pipe blockages are due to the buildup of insoluble calcium 

salts of fatty acid. Food service establishments (FSE) and high density dwellings release fat, 

oil, and grease (FOG) that react with calcium in wastewater or released from the corrosion of 

concrete structures to form insoluble metallic salts. If left unabated, the accumulation of 

these solids will lead to Sanitary Sewer Overflows (SSO) of raw sewage to the surrounding 

environment. 

Pretreatment coordinators, responsible for the protection of the sewer collection 

system, routinely perform maintenance to clear pipes that may have accumulated solids or 

debris. Coordinators identify hotspots where there is a high risk of an SSO event, if no 

maintenance was performed. These hotspot need to be monitored carefully and maintenance 

performed frequently. While pretreatment coordinators may be aware of current maintenance 

requirements of an existing sewer system, the discharge wastewater quality may change due 

to the revitalization of the urban landscape (i.e., changes in the number and location of FSEs 

or high density dwellings). Yet, there is currently no tool that can help pretreatment 

coordinators anticipate how the sewer water quality may change due to the cities’ 

revitalization and the consequent impact of FOG related solids formation in the sewer lines. 

Previous research about the chemical composition of FOG deposits, and a study 

recently published on lab based FOG deposits created from concrete samples in contact with 

water suggest that a major pathway to these deposit formation can result from the corrosion 

of concrete material. While it is still unknown what fraction of the total FOG related solids 



accumulation are due directly to corroded concrete material, a fundamental description of 

this pathway to FOG deposit formation has not been clearly elucidated. 

This research pursues two goals. First, it presents a computer model that simulates the 

sewer collection system transport and predicts the formation of FOG deposits based on the 

saponification reaction. The model is incorporated into CITY DRAIN 2.0.3 integrated within 

MATLAB/Simulink to model the urban drainage system. The purpose of this first study was 

to determine the critical hotspots for a given area using CITYDRAIN to assist pretreatment 

coordinators to plan future periodic maintenance due to dynamic changes in the urban 

landscape. Results showed that the model was able to predict about 65% of the reported high 

FOG deposit accumulating zones. These simulations also showed significant changes in the 

location of these high FOG deposit accumulating zones with changes in the number and 

locations of FSEs in the urban landscape. Simulations as proposed in this study could 

potentially be performed for any sewer collection system if the GIS information and flow rate 

conditions are provided.  

The second part of this research, involves the development of a numerical simulation 

describing a potential concrete corrosion mitigated FOG deposit formation. In this second 

model, three key processes leading to FOG deposit formation are included: 1) biological 

sulfate production, 2) microbial induced concrete corrosion, and 3) FOG deposits formation. 

These processes were linked to predict the accumulation of these saponified solids on the 

pipe wall. The model is expected to provide a broader understanding on how the interactions 

between metal and other ions released from the corrosion of cementatious material would 

result in FOG deposits formation. The model was simulated using MATLAB. The modeling 

approach incorporated in MATLAB was unable to solve the problem due to uncertainty of 



approximation methods, i.e., finite difference (central), Crank-Nicholson and Newton-

Raphson. Further studies are needed to simulate the model in an alternative modeling 

platform. 
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1 Introduction 

Of the estimated tens of thousands of sanitary sewer overflows (SSOs) that occur 

each year in the United States, approximately 48% are due to line blockages, of which 47% 

are related to FOG deposits that constrict the pipe’s cross-sectional access. Previous research 

has shown that FOG deposits are metallic salts of fatty acids made of calcium and formed as 

a result of saponification (He et al., 2011; 2013; Iasmin et al., 2014). Fatty acids are produced 

either from cooking processes, from microbial activities on FOG, or FOG natural degradation 

processes (He et al., 2013). At neutral and elevated pH, alkali driven hydrolysis of FOG 

could also result in the production of fatty acids (Iasmin et al., 2014).  Calcium ions can be 

either naturally present in the wastewater or a product of microbially induced concrete 

corrosion (MICC) (Biczók & Szilvássy, 1964; Bielefeldt et al., 2010; Maeda et al., 1999; 

Mori et al., 1992) where microbial activity in wastewater and on concrete surfaces will result 

in the production of sulfuric acid and subsequent corrosion of concrete. FOG deposits are 

grainy and cohesive (Keener et al., 2008; Iasmin et al., 2014) and since they can be securely 

bound to the inner pipe wall, form typically above the low-flow water mark (He, 2011; 

Keener et al., 2008).  

Since a major source of FOG is Food Service Establishments (FSEs), the presence of 

FSEs at different spatial locations within an urban environment may increase the risk of FOG 

deposit accumulation and the subsequent SSO at different locations in the sewer collection 

system if no maintenance is performed. The extent of accumulation of material within the 

collection system can vary spatially and potential accumulation depends on factors including 
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pipe structural conditions and intruded debris (Dominic et al., 2013), location and density of 

FSEs, and the location of multifamily dwellings. Pretreatment coordinators routinely monitor 

FOG deposit formation in manholes and identify hotspots where there would be high risk of 

an SSO event due to the accumulation of these deposits if no maintenance was performed. 

These hotspot regions need to be monitored carefully and maintenance is required depending 

on the accumulation of solids such as FOG deposits to prevent SSOs. While pretreatment 

coordinators may be aware of current maintenance requirements of an existing sewer system, 

the discharge quality may change due to the changing urban landscape (i.e., changes in the 

number and location of FSEs) from the ongoing revitalization of many urban centers across 

the United States.  

This research presents a model of an urban drainage system in which the locations of 

the FSEs have been carefully taken into consideration. The model uses CITY DRAIN 2.0.3, 

which is an open source software integrated within MATLAB/Simulink, and monitors the 

locations with the highest rate of FOG deposits accumulation. A modified version of a mass 

action mechanistic saponification model (Iasmin et al., 2014) was incorporated into the CITY 

DRAIN Simulink framework to predict the rate of accumulation of these FOG deposits 

throughout the sewer collection system. These locations are addressed as “hotspots” 

throughout this study and are the locations with the highest risk of a FOG deposit related 

SSO. The purpose of this model is to investigate the changes in locations of hotpots when 

there is a change in the number and location of these FSEs.  
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Since calcium is the major cation involved in the FOG deposit saponification reaction 

(He et al., 2011; 2013; Iasmin et al., 2014), understanding the sources of calcium becomes 

crucial.  One possible source of calcium is concrete corrosion (He et al., 2011; 2013; Iasmin 

et al., 2014).  Fresh concrete has a very alkaline pore solution (pH about 13.5) (Lea, 1970) 

and when placed in a water with a pH level less than 13.5, will undergo corrosion. Corrosion 

is the response of concrete to maintain the equilibrium between its pore solution and the 

surrounding water. As a result of corrosion, calcium hydroxide, which is has a relatively high 

solubility in pure water (1230 mg/L) compared to other hydrated cement constituents (Mehta 

& Monteiro, 2006), would dissolve. If there is also sulfate present in the environment, the 

process of corrosion will be accelerated due to the deleterious effects of sulfate attack on 

concrete (Mehta & Monteiro, 2006). In the presence of sulfate, calcium would react with 

sulfate and an expansive mineral called gypsum would form. There are other calcium bearing 

phases in concrete, such as tricalcium aluminate, that react with sulfate and form a second 

expansive mineral called ettringite (Sarkar et al., 2010). When calcium hydroxide is not 

available (dissolved in water to maintain equilibrium), calcium is supplied from the 

dissolution of calcium silicate hydrate phases (Sarkar et al., 2010). The dissolution of 

calcium silicate hydrate phase is extremely destructive since the product would be a silica 

gel, which is non-cohesive and has no strength.  

Considering the potential role that concrete corrosion may play in FOG deposits 

formation, specifically in an environment containing sulfate, there needs to be an evaluation 

of the potential reaction pathways that could help explain the relationship between concrete 
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corrosion and FOG deposits accumulation. This research proposes a second model that 

would predict the interaction between concrete corrosion and FOG deposit formation. The 

model is aimed at confirming some of the observations of previous researchers (Keener et al., 

2008; He et al., 2013) that observed the formation of FOG deposit and the accumulation of 

other metals and minerals within FOG deposits that could have come from a concrete 

corrosion process. Details of this second model are provided in Chapter 5.  
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2 Background 

2.1 FOG 

Fats, oils and grease (FOG) are mainly composed of triglycerides, which are esters of 

glycerol (a trihydric alcohol) and fatty acids (Williams et al., 2012). Fats are often solid at 

room temperature and include butter, shortening, margarine, peanut butter, meat trimmings, 

uncooked poultry skin, Cheeses, milk, cream, sour cream and ice cream. Oils are liquid at 

room temperature and include vegetable oils, Canola oil, olive oil, corn oil, salad dressings 

and cooking oils. In the middle of the spectrum is grease, which turns to liquid during 

cooking processes but solidifies when cooled. Food materials containing grease are gravy, 

mayonnaise, melted meat fat, bacon and sausage, boiled poultry skin and salad dressings.  

Per capita FOG consumption in many developed countries is over 50 Kg/year 

compared to less than 20 Kg/year in many developing countries. People tend to transition to 

western diets as a result of increasing urbanization and affluence, thereby increasing FOG 

consumption. Consequently, global FOG consumption has risen from 26 Kg per capita per 

year in 1999 to 30 Kg per capita per year in 2007 (Williams et al., 2012). 

FOG wastes are generated from kitchen practices or poorly maintained grease 

interceptors at food service establishments (FSEs) (Williams et al., 2012). FSEs may include 

restaurants, fast food outlets, bakeries, pastry shops, creameries and bars. Another important 

contributor to FOG waste generation is high density residential sources where food materials 

containing FOG are discarded into the sink or as residual emulsions from household 
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dishwashers. While restaurants have been the primary focus of many municipalities to reduce 

the discharge of FOG in sewer collection systems, residential sources may play a more 

significant role in FOG waste production specifically in areas with high population densities.  

2.2 Mechanism of FOG deposit formation 

Fatty acids, which are a major constituent of cooking oils and fats (Canakci, 2007; Ma & 

Hanna, 1999; Williams et al., 2012) (see Table 2.1), may be released through hydrolysis as a 

result of cooking processes (Canakci, 2007) or microbial activity (Brooksbank et al., 2007). 

In addition, an alkali driven hydrolysis of FOG can also result in the production of fatty acids 

and was recently confirmed in a study by (He et al., 2011) and later used by (Iasmin 2014) to 

model FOG hydrolysis. After being produced, FFA would partition into oil and flow on the 

wastewater surface (He et al., 2013) to react with free calcium ions through saponification 

(Iasmin 2014) and form saponified solids (a.k.a. FOG deposits). In a study by (He et al., 

2011), the first lab-scale FOG deposits from grease interceptor effluent and a calcium source 

were produced. These lab-based deposits were then analyzed by Fourier Transform Infrared 

(FTIR) spectrometer, which showed that the infrared spectra of the lab-based FOG deposit 

created from grease interceptor wastes were quite similar to calcium soaps made from canola 

oil and calcium chloride. 
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Table 2.1 % Mass Fatty Acid profiles of cooking fats and oils (Ma & Hanna, 1999; Williams 

et al., 2012) 

Common 

name 
Lipid no. 

                            % Composition by fatty acid 

Sunflower Corn Olive Rapeseed Tallow Lard 

Palmitic C16 6 12 13 3 23 24 

Stearic C18 3 2 3 1 19 14 

Oleic C18:1 17 25 71 64 42 44 

Linoleic C18:2 74 60 10 22 3 11 

 

In a more recent study, (He et al., 2013) proposed a mechanism of FOG deposit 

formation in sewer lines, which includes four major components: calcium, FFA, FOG (or oil) 

and water. It was further suggested that in the absence of any of these four components, FOG 

deposits will likely not form (He et al., 2013). In this mechanism oil can have two possible 

roles: (i) oil would undergo alkali driven hydrolysis and generate FFA that later reacts with 

calcium when exposed to an alkaline concrete surface, and (ii) oil plays the role of a non-

polar partitioner that helps in transporting previously formed FFAs to the reaction interface 

(He et al., 2013). While the mechanism of FOG deposit formation has been proposed and 

confirmed by these researchers, the data up to this point had not elucidated how different 

factors influenced the extent of FOG deposit formation.  

Recently, Iasmin et al. (2014) were able to shed light on the factors that may affect 

the formation of FOG deposits and their chemical and rheological properties. These factors 

included the types of fats used in FSEs, environmental conditions (i.e. pH and temperature), 

and the source of calcium in sewer systems. Iasmin et al. (2014) were able to show that the 

pH conditions changed the solubility of calcium in aqueous solution and therefore changed 
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the amount of free calcium ions as well as hydroxyl ions available for fat hydrolysis and 

saponification. Different sources of calcium were shown to affect the texture of lab-based 

saponified solids. Calcium hydroxide and calcium sulfate resulted in the formation of 

granular soaps, whereas calcium chloride was shown to form soft gel-like saponified solids 

(Iasmin et al., 2014). 

2.3 Physical and chemical properties of FOG deposits 

In 2008, Keener at al. performed a study where they collected samples of FOG 

deposits from 23 locations across the United States. In their study, they asserted that FOG 

deposits displayed adhesive characteristics that could become securely bound to the interior 

pipe wall. Keener et al. reported that a majority of FOG deposits had a grainy, sandstone-like 

texture and high yield strength. He et al. (2011) also studied the formation of FOG deposits 

on concrete surfaces submerged into a mixture of oil and water with the addition fatty acids. 

They concluded that the stickiness of FOG deposits were likely the results of a combined 

effect of residual oil absorbed on FOG deposits formed on the concrete surface from the 

reaction between fatty acids and calcium. Iasmin et al. (2014) later performed direct 

rheological experiments to compare the strength and tackiness of FOG deposits and calcium 

based fatty acid salts. Iasmin et al. showed that both calcium based fatty acid salts and FOG 

deposits displayed very stable solid structures with limited flow properties when adhered to 

the sewer wall. These direct rheological experiments provided direct evidence of the rigidity 

of these saponified solids and the potential difficulty in their removal from pipe surfaces as 

found by pretreatment coordinators using high pressure water jets to dislodge these solids.  
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Palmitic acid (a saturated fatty acid) has been reported as the primary fatty acid in 

sewer (Keener et al., 2008; Williams et al., 2012) and lab-based (He et al., 2011) FOG 

deposits. While these studies suggest that the FOG deposit formation process is largely a 

saponification reaction with saturated fats, Iasmin et al., (2014) observed the same fatty acid 

profile in lab-based FOG deposits using a predominately unsaturated source with varying 

fractions of saturated, monounsaturated, and polyunsaturated fatty acids. Iasmin et al 

hypothesized that the predominance of palmitic acid in FOG deposits may be through 

preferential generation of saturated fatty acids during cooking processes or the preferential 

breakdown of unsaturated fatty acids by enzymes present in food residuals in GIs (Iasmin et 

al., 2014). It is not that FOG deposits cannot be formed in the absence of saturated fatty 

acids. In fact, (He et al., 2013) was able to form lab-based FOG deposits using pure sources 

of unsaturated fatty acids such as oleic and linoleic acid. One potential hypothesis is that 

FOG deposits produced from unsaturated fatty acids may convert to saturated fractions with 

time due to the possible chemical and/or biological activity of microorganisms in the sewer 

(Iasmin et al., 2014). However, more research is needed to confirm these possible 

mechanisms.  

Keaner et al. (2008) observed that the calcium concentration in sewer FOG deposits 

was well above the wastewater concentration levels although no correlation between this 

high calcium concentration and water hardness was shown. Williams et al. (2012), however, 

did observe an increasing content of calcium with increasing water hardness from FOG 

deposits collected in the UK sewer system.  Both (Keener at al., 2008) and (Williams et al., 
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2012) observed high concentrations of iron and aluminum in sewer FOG deposits, that 

together with high values of silicon and sulfur measured by Keener et al. (2008) are readily 

found in calcium bearing minerals in concrete (He et al., 2013). When reviewing all the 

minerals and metals found in the samples, the results suggest a potential link to concrete 

corrosion as a potential calcium source (Keener et al., 2008; He et al., 2013). However, 

Williams et al. (2002) further argued that biocalcification (enrichment of calcium by 

biofilms) maybe a possible explanation for the preferential accumulation of this cation in 

FOG deposits. Measurement of carbonate concentrations in actual FOG deposits would be 

necessary to confirm this biocalcification hypothesis (Iasmin et al., 2014).  

2.4 Kinetics of Saponification 

(Iasmin 2014) proposed a mechanistic model that included alkali driven hydrolysis of 

triglyceride based on mass action principles and was able to predict changes in the rate of 

formation of saponified solids under different experimental conditions. In their model, the 

formation of FFAs from hydrolysis of triglyceride was assumed to follow a one-step 

irreversible reaction process (Equation 2.1). The rate of triglyceride hydrolysis was assumed 

to follow a fourth order reaction kinetics that was proportional to the presence of un-reacted 

triglyceride and water in the system. Free fatty acids produced from triglyceride hydrolysis 

were consumed in a saponification reaction (Equation 2.2) that followed a third order 

reaction kinetics in which two moles of free fatty acids react with one mole of calcium ions 

to produce calcium-based fatty acid salts, i.e., calcium-based saponified solids. A first order 

reverse reaction kinetics for the possible destruction of the saponified solids was assumed in 
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the saponification reaction (Iasmin, 2014). However, the rate of destruction was related to 

possible breakdown and/or dissolution of the saponified solids (i.e., solid phase to liquid 

phase) and was hypothesized to occur due to the intense mixing conditions performed in the 

study (Iasmin, 2014). 

Triglyceride + 3 water                     3 Free fatty acids (FFA) + Glycerol                (2.1) 

2 FFA + Ca 
2+

                    Ca(FFA)2                 (2.2) 

where, kT = Reaction rate constant for the hydrolysis of triglyceride (L
3
 mol

-3
 hr

-1
) 

ks = Reaction rate constant for saponification of FFA and Ca
2+

 (L
2
 mol

-2
 hr

-1
) 

kd = Reaction rate constant for breakdown and/or dissolution (solid phase to liquid phase) of 

the saponified solids (hr
-1

) 

Using this mechanistic model, the time derivatives for each of the components in 

Equations (2.1 and 2.2), will be derived and discussed in Chapter 3.  

2.5 Portland cement  

Portland cement is the most commonly used cement and essentially consists of 

reactive calcium silicates and a small amount of calcium sulfate to prevent early setting 

(hardening of cement before it is put in place) (Mehta & Monteiro, 2006). Cement chemists 

use specific notations (see Table 2.2) to represent components of cement and/or concrete. 

Using these notations, the main components of ordinary Portland cement and their respective 

amounts are shown in Table 2.3 (Mehta & Monteiro, 2006). 

kSAP, kd 

kTri 
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Table 2.2 Notations used in cement chemistry 

 

 

 

                  

Table 2.3 Percent of main components of Portland cement 

Component Amount in Portland cement (%) 

C3S 

C2S 

C3A 

C4AF 

45-60 

15-30 

6-12 

6-8 

 

 

 

When Portland cement is dispersed in water, the solution becomes rapidly saturated 

with different ionic species and various solid phases are formed. Some of the main hydration 

products are calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H), Calcium hydroxide or Portlandite (CH), 

ettringite (C6A ̅3H32), hyrdogarnet (C3AH6) (Sarkar et al., 2010) and calcium 

monosulfoaluminate (C4A ̅H18) (Mehta & Monteiro, 2006). These solids are in a stable 

equilibrium with the pore solution that has a pH value around 12.5 to 13.5. Consequently, 

any environment with a pH value less than 12.5 is considered an aggressive environment, 

Representative 

notation 
Compound 

C CaO 

S SiO2 

A Al2O3 

 ̅ SO3 

H H2O 

F Fe2O3 
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theoretically. In practice, if the permeability of concrete is low and the pH of aggressive fluid 

is above 6, the rate of chemical attack is considered low (Mehta & Monteiro, 2006). 

Hydrolysis is one of the main mechanisms of attack on Portland-based concrete.  

Hydrolysis is driven by the concentration gradient between soft water and calcium-

containing products and results in dissolution of the cement paste until reaching equilibrium. 

Calcium hydroxide (CH) is the most vulnerable constituent to hydrolysis due to its relatively 

high solubility in pure water. When all CH is leached out, non-cohesive silica and alumina 

gels with little or no strength would remain (Mehta & Monteiro, 2006). Thus, the result of 

hydrolysis is loss of concrete mass, strength, and alkalinity (Mehta and Monteiro, 2006). 

Another common type of chemical attack is sulfate attack, which occurs when 

concrete is exposed to sulfate-containing environments. Due to the aggressive environment 

of raw sewage, sewer pipes are one of the main structures threatened by sulfate attack 

(Olmstead & Hamlin, 1900). In the US alone, it is estimated that $21 billion annual 

investment is made to provide adequate infrastructure for wastewater (O'Connell et al., 

2010). An additional $25 billion are spent annually to cover operation and maintenance 

expenditure (O'Connell et al., 2010).    

What makes sulfate attack in sewer pipes more sever is a mechanism called MICC 

(Biczok, 1964; Mori et al., 1992; Atsunori & Teranobu 1999; Hermansyah et al., 2006; 

Gutierrez-Padilla et al., 2010; Bielefedt et al., 2010) in which H2S(g), product from anaerobic 

processes with sulfate as terminal electron acceptor (Nielsen et al., 2008), is oxidized by the 

microorganisms present on concrete wall which leads to the production of sulfuric acid. 
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These organisms are called Sulfur Oxidizing Bacteria (SOBs). But SOBs cannot survive in 

highly alkaline environments such as pores of fresh concrete having a pH of about 13.5 (Lea, 

1970) so fresh concrete is protected from corrosion. But the surface of the concrete does not 

remain basic throughout its operating life. CO2 and H2S (also known as sewer gas) are both 

present in the headspace of the sewage collection systems (Roberts et al., 2002). Research 

has shown that atmospheric CO2 is capable of reducing the concrete pH to 9.5 (Ismail et al., 

1993). Gutierrez-Padilla et al. (2010) also reports that through solely abiotic processes, the 

pH of moist condensing on virgin concrete materials would drop to about 9. This pH drop is 

the first stage of MICC and is usually completed in about 1 to 8 weeks during which some 

intermediate acids are produced to neutralize concrete surface (Gutierrez-Padilla et al., 2010). 

In the second stage, Neutralizing SOBs (NSOBs) are established on concrete from the 

frequent sewage splashes onto the pipe surfaces above the water level. NSOBs metabolism 

would lead to production of elemental sulfur and acids that further lower the pH of the 

concrete surface to below neutral conditions. It is at pH about 4 to 5 that Acidophilic SOBs 

(ASOBs) are established (Roberts et al., 2002). ASOBs can continue the oxidation of H2S 

ultimately to sulfuric acid, which lowers the pH to below 3 when sever acidic conditions 

become inhibitory for their growth (Gutierrez-Padilla et al., 2010).  

Sulfate ions, whether a product of MICC or from wastewater, react with portlandite to 

form gypsum and some calcium aluminate phases to form ettringite (as shown by the light 

arrows in Figure 2.1). Gypsum then reacts with calcium aluminate phases to form more 

ettringite (as shown by the bold arrows in Figure 2.1). Calcium is initially supplied by the 
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dissolution of Portlandite. When Portlandite is not available, calcium is supplied from 

dissociation of calcium silicate hydrate (as shown by the dashed arrow in Figure 2.1) (Sarkar 

et al., 2010). Dissociation of C-S-H is known as dissolution of matrix where the product is 

non-cohesive silica gel with no strength (Mehta and Monteiro, 2006).  

Both gypsum and ettringite are expansive products of sulfate attack meaning that the 

volume of products is greater than the volume of reactants. This expansion leads to 

volumetric strain that exerts pressure on the surrounding cement matrix. When the stress 

becomes greater than the tensile strength of the material, cracks will start forming in the 

structure. Thus, the net effect of sulfate attack is expansion, cracking, strength loss (Sarkar et 

al., 2010) and increasing maintenance costs.  

 

   SO4
2-

 

           Sulfate 

C-S-H           CH              C4A ̅H12   C3A          C4AH13          C3AH16 

Calcium         Calcium            Calcium Aluminate Phases 

 Silicate       Hydroxide 

Hydrate 

                      C ̅H2     C6A ̅3H32  

                Gypsum      Ettringite 

Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram of the concrete chemical reactions due to sulfate attack 

(Sarkar et al., 2010)                               
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MICC has been recently identified as a potential pathway to FOG deposit formation 

(He et al., 2013) since one of the main products of MICC is calcium, which in turn plays a 

vital role in saponification. In order to investigate this pathway, a second model is proposed 

in this study which approximates the MICC, the chemical changes in the concrete matrix, and 

the FOG deposit saponification reactions. Chapter 5 elaborates on this second model.  
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3 Methodology 

3.1 FSEs and sewer collection systems 

In this study, a numerical method was used to simulate FOG deposits formation in 

two US cities. One of the cities is located in North East and is addressed as (NE). The other 

city is located in the South Western part of the US and is represented by (SW) throughout 

this research. The NE municipality provided information on the locations of local restaurants 

in 2009, average monthly flow rate of wastewater for the duration of two years, Geographical 

Information System (GIS) data of the sewer collection system, and the locations of reported 

high deposit accumulation zone based on visual inspection. A search was conducted to 

update the geographical data on all FSEs that have been in operation since 2009. A list of 

new FSEs that have been established after 2009 was also recorded. In this research study, 

FSEs established prior to 2009 was called “Current FSEs” (Figure 3.1) while FSEs 

established after 2009 was called “New FSEs” (Figure 3.2). For both the current FSEs and 

new FSEs scenarios, geographical latitude and longitude of every FSE location were 

extracted using Google Maps or Google Earth
 
and then incorporated into GIS maps. 
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Figure 3.1 Current FSEs in NE (at the end of year 2009) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2 New FSEs in NE (after the year 2009) 
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Information on the wastewater flows from each manhole to the other was provided by 

the municipalities. This information was used in GIS to draw a sketch of manhole-to-

manhole flow as shown in Figure 3.3.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3 Manhole-to-manhole flow pattern in NE urban drainage system 

 

 

 

For SW model, a map of the urban drainage system containing wastewater flow 

pattern, locations of FSEs as well as information on how frequent different pipe segments 

were cleaned due to significant accumulation of FOG deposits (Figure 3.4) were provided by 

SW municipality. Since the information on when FSEs were first in operation over different 

years was not available, the new FSEs scenario for SW was defined by randomly reducing 

the number of current FSEs by half. A real world example for this case may be when FSEs 
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have gone out of business and therefore do not discharge FOG waste. Thus in this study, new 

FSEs scenario for SW model corresponds to the number of FSEs reduced by half. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4 SW sewer collection system in which locations of FSEs are shown in blue arrows 

and the most frequently cleaned pipe segments are shown in red and orange boxes. 

 

 

 

3.2 CITYDRAIN 2.0.3 

CITYDRAIN 2.0.3, which is an open source software integrated within 

MATLAB/Simulink, was used to model the sanitary sewer collection system. The graphical 
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interface of CITYDRAIN includes various blocks representing pipes, mixers, separators that 

make the user able to build a model of an urban drainage system block by block. An example 

of a simple group of pipes is shown in Figure 3.5. The transport simulated within 

CITYDRAIN is approximated using the Muskingum’s method of flood routing, which is 

described in the following section. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5 A basic model of pipes in the graphical interface of Simulink in which pink and 

white represents FSE WW and BGWW, respectively. Sewer pipes are shown in yellow and 

monitoring point are in blue. 

 

 

 

3.3 Muskingum’smethodofflood routing 

Muskinum’s equation of flood routing is given as: 
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                                                                    (3.1) 

where V is the storage within the routing reach (L
3
), QI is the rate of inflow (L

3
/t), QE is the 

rate of outflow (L
3
/t), K is a constant (t) equivalent to the time required for a unit discharge 

wave travelling through the reach (representing prismatic storage) and X is a dimensionless 

weighting factor that relates to the amount of wedge storage. The storage V varies over time 

and is approximated by their values at times (i-1 and i) (Alcheitner 2006, Motiee et al., 

1997): 

  
       

 
                    (3.2) 

Continuity equation at time i, is given by 

  

  
 

       

  
                            (3.3) 

Using Equations 3.2 and 3.3, the Muskingum scheme derives finally to (Achleitner et 

al., 2007) 

     
            

  
                                                                (3.4) 

where  

   
  

 
                                                             (3.5) 

   
  

 
                                              (3.6) 
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The Muskingum parameter K applies to the total reach. When multiple subreaches are 

present, a reach is split into n equal subreaches, each having an associated Muskingum 

parameter K’ (Alcheitner 2006): 

   
 

 
                     (3.7) 

Subsequently, Muskingum scheme for each subreach j, considering that     
 

     
   

, 

is (Alcheitner 2006): 

    
 

 
    

   
        

 

  
                                                                  (3.8) 

where  

   
  

 
                                                              (3.9) 

   
  

 
                                             (3.10) 

and the total volume in the reach is (Alcheitner 2006): 

   ∑   
  

                     (3.11) 

3.4 Kinetics of FOG deposit formation 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the kinetics of FOG deposits in this study relies on the 

findings of Iasmin (2014). However, for simplicity there were some modifications to the 

kinetics of that study. In the present study, the hydrolysis rate was simplified to a first order 
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reaction kinetics (Equation 3.14). Furthermore, the possible destruction of saponified solids 

was not considered (Equation 3.16). The units of rate constants were also adjusted to fit the 

new model.  

Triglyceride                      3 Free fatty acids (FFA) + Glycerol                         (3.12) 

r FOGT = kTri × [FOG]                  (3.13) 

2 FFA + Ca 
2+

                    Ca(FFA)2                    (3.14) 

r SAP = kSAP × [Ca
2+

] × [FFA]
2        

        (3.15) 

where r FOGT  and r SAP are the rate of FOG hydrolysis and saponification (mol. L
-1

.s
-1

), kTri (s
-

1
) and kSAP (L

2
.mol

-2
.s

-1
) are the hydrolysis and saponification rate constant, and [FOG], 

[Ca
2+

] and [FFA] are the concentrations of FOG, calcium, and FFA (mol. L
-1

), respectively.  

 Keener at al. (2008) and later Iasmin et al. (2014) state that FOG deposits have an 

adhesive character and can become securely bound to the interior pipe walls. As a result of 

this adhesiveness property, saponified solids that have formed in the wastewater might be 

able to aggregate with those solids that have directly formed on the pipe wall. Hence, to 

simulate the accumulation of saponified solids on the sewer wall, an aggregation reaction 

was also considered and described in Equation (3.16). 

r AGG = kAGG. γ.SL.SW                              (3.16) 

kSAP 

kTri 
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where r AGG  is the rate of aggregation (mol. L 
-1

 s 
-1

), kAGG  is the aggregation reaction rate 

constant (L.mol
-1

), SL is the concentration of saponified solids in the bulk liquid phase 

(mol.L
-1

), SW is the concentration of saponified solids on the pipe wall (mol.L
-1

) and   is the 

shear rate (s
-1

), which is computed as follows 

γ  
  

    
                              (3.17) 

In Equation 3.17, P is the wetted perimeter of the sewer pipe (m) and Rh is the 

hydraulic radius of the partially full sewer pipe (m) (see Appendix A).  

The rate equations above were incorporated into the Muskingum framework and 

shown in Equations 3.19 - 3.23 in Table 3.1 below.  

By definition, flows and concentrations exchanged during a time period are 

considered as mean concentrations over the respective time step Δt. Thus, QI, QE, CI and CE 

represent the mean flux between ti-1 and ti and:  

      

  
   

  

  
   

  

  
 

           

 
 
       

  
 

       

 
 
           

  
                                        (3.18) 
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Table 3.1 Mass balance equations for all the components involved in the simulations 

 Mass Balance equation 
Equation 

Number 

FOG 

          

  
                     {          }   (3.19) 

FFA 

        

  
                    

 {                            }   

(3.20) 

Ca 

         

  
                   {                }   (3.21) 

SL 

         

  
                  

 {                                 }   

(3.22) 

SW 

         

  
 {                                 }   (3.23) 

 

 

 

3.5 Simulations  

Muskingum’s method of flood routing, FOG deposits formation kinetics, and flow 

patterns were incorporated to CITYDRAIN 2.0.3 to build a model of the urban drainage 

system. The sewer collection system model was performed for a simulation period of 7 days 

with a time step of 300 seconds. It is worth mentioning that FOG deposits formation happens 

over a longer time, between 3 months to 2 years (keener et al, 2008).  However, a 7 day 

period was chosen to reduce the overall model simulation time. Longer times did not change 

the determination of the predicted high FOG deposit accumulation zones (i.e., hotspots). An 

evaluation of the time step size was also performed to determine a value that would produce 
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a computationally cost effective solution without compromising numerical stability. Time 

steps of less than 300 seconds were also evaluated but did not change the model solution.  

The wastewater was divided into two major streams for both NE and NW models. 

The first stream is natural domestic wastewater, termed “background wastewater” (BGWW) 

in the simulations, and is assumed to contain no FOG. The second stream, termed “FSE 

wastewater” (FSE WW), is the effluent of the grease interceptor of an FSE facility. The FSE 

wastewater was assumed to have 200 ppm FOG. Both background and FSE wastewater 

streams were assumed to contain 50 ppm calcium concentration. Both the FOG effluent value 

and the Ca concentration are taken from the literature (Dominic et al., 2013). Since calcium 

could be provided by concrete corrosion and the extent of concrete corrosion may change 

spatially in the sewer collection system, a sensitivity analysis was later conducted to evaluate 

the effects of variable calcium concentration on the simulation results. 

(Aziz et al., 2012) conducted a study in which they evaluated the field performance of 

Grease Abatement Devices (GAD). In their study, they collected intermittent volumetric 

flow-rate data at 24 FSEs at 15-minute intervals over a 24-hour period and generated a 

cumulative distribution function for FSE flows over a 24-hour period. For both models, the 

FSE WW flow rate was taken from this distribution at cumulative distribution at the 95% less 

than position and is equal to 6.31E-04 m
3
/s (10 gal/min).   

As mentioned earlier, a monthly average flow rate was provided by the municipality 

of NE for duration of two years. This monthly average was converted to a yearly average and 

the NE BG WW was adjusted such that the sum of BG WW and FSE WW would be equal to 
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the annual average. Using this value for flow rate and assuming a pipe diameter of 15 inches, 

the scour velocity for NE sewer collection pipes would be more than 2.5 ft/s (0.762 m/s) limit 

(See Appendix A for calculations). Table 3.2 shows the BG WW flow rate for both NE and 

SW. 

The SW BG WW flow rate was calculated assuming a pipe scour velocity greater 

than 2.5 ft/s (0.762 m/s) and a sewer pipe diameter of 15 inches (see Table 3.1). Calculations 

were performed using Manning’s equation and can be found in Appendix A. 

 

 

Table 3.2 Background wastewater flow rate for NE and SW models 

 
BG WW Flow Rate 

(m
3
/s) 

NE 0.1503 

SW 0.026 

 

 

 

3.6 Determination of Hotspots 

Hotspots were defined as the locations in the urban drainage system where there is a 

high rate of FOG deposits (saponified solids) accumulation and consequently, a potential for 

an SSO to occur. The rate of FOG deposits accumulation was computed based on the rate of 

change in the FOG deposit concentration at the wall. Figure 3.6 displays how the 

concentration of FOG deposits at the wall (SW) changes over time at a specific monitoring 

point. Hence, the rate of change of FOG deposit concentration at the wall can be derived by 

calculating the slope of the line or dSW/dt. 
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Figure 3.6 Rate of change of FOG deposit accumulation at the wall. 

 

 

 

3.7 Calibration  

Model calibration was performed by adjusting saponification reaction rate constants 

(kTri , kSAP and kAGG) so that model rate of saponified solids formation at the wall coincide 

with sewer system pipe locations where either there was a past excessive amount of FOG 

accumulation observed visually or a high frequency of maintenance was required to remove 

accumulated FOG deposits. A range of values was provided for each rate constant in the 

saponification model. A log normal distribution was assumed with a mean value and standard 

deviation for each rate constant. Table 3.3 displays the range of rate constants used for 
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calibration. Wider ranges were also examined but no significant improvement in the model 

prediction was noted. Over two hundred sets of rate constants were randomly generated using 

Monte Carlo random sampling from these log normal distributions. The models were 

simulated with each set and the rate of change of FOG deposit concentration at the wall was 

calculated for each monitoring point. After each simulation, the monitoring points were 

sorted from high to low according to the rate of FOG accumulation at the wall. The points 

with the highest rate of FOG accumulation, which consisted of 10-25 percent of all 

monitoring, were compared to maps reporting excessive amount of FOG accumulation 

observed visually or maps reporting the frequency of cleaning a pipe segment due to 

significant accumulation of FOG deposits.  The Monte Carlo sampling was performed using 

an Excel spreadsheet modified to develop values for 3 rate constants given the probability 

distributions, mean values, and variances outlined in Table 3.3. The equations used to 

generate the random samples for each distribution are defined by others and are based on the 

method of inverting the cumulative distribution function (Morgan and Henrion, 1990; 

Papoulis, 1991).  

 

Table 3.3 Range of rate constants used for calibration  

KTri KSAP KAGG 

2.86E-04 ± 3.54E-04 3.82E-04 ± 6.31E-04  2.99E-04 ± 5.31E-04  

Log Normal distribution Log Normal distribution Log Normal distribution 

 

 

3.8 Sensitivity Analyses   

A sensitivity analysis was performed using the data generated from the Monte Carlo 

sampling method presented in the previous section to investigate the sensitivity of hotspot 
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locations to kTri , kSAP, and kAGG. The set of random values drawn from Monte Carlo 

approach, one for each input (kTri , kSAP and kAGG), were then analyzed using Spearman Rank 

correlation to determine the model sensitivity to kTri , kSAP and kAGG values. One advantage of 

this approach is that the precision of the output distribution can be estimated from the sample 

of output values using standard statistical techniques. The number of simulations required 

depends on the relative accuracy desired in the output distribution. For a 95 % confidence 

interval with a 10 % maximum error on the mean value estimate, more than 96 runs should 

be conducted (Hogg and Tanis, 1993). 

To investigate how the amount of available calcium may affect FOG deposit 

formation rates, sensitivity analysis was also done using 100 randomized values for calcium 

concentration in FSE wastewater. The values ranged from 50 to 100 ppm. Since MICC has 

been recently identified as a potential pathway to FOG deposit formation (He et al., 2013) by 

releasing significant amounts of calcium, this analysis may display how different rates of 

MICC at different locations throughout the collection system could impact FOG deposit 

formation. The 100 different values for calcium concentration were generated using the 

randomize function in Microsoft Excel 2010. 

3.9 Effect of flow variation 

Flow variations are expected to occur within the sewer collection system thereby 

changing the mass loading of FOG. These transient occurrences may lead to changes in the 

spatial location of high accumulating FOG deposit pipe segments. Both the SW and NE 

model were used to investigate how flow variation would influence the locations of hotspots. 
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For FSE discharge flowrate, a peak factor of 6.2 was calculated according to Aziz et al., 

(2012). The minimum flow was assumed to be zero (Aziz et al., 2012) since there is no FOG 

waste produced during the times that FSEs are closed (1:00 AM to 9:15 AM). According to 

(Aziz et al., 2012) there are three peak times during the normal activity of many FSEs each 

lasting about an hour: i) around lunch time (11:30 AM to 12:30 PM), ii) around dinner time 

(8:30 PM to 9:30 PM), and iii) when cleaning activities are being performed before closing 

time (12:00 AM to 1:00 AM). The FSE flow at all the other times was adjusted such that the 

average flow would be maintained at 6.31E-04 m
3
/s (10 gal/min) which is the average value 

of FSE WW flow rate for both models.  

For BG WW, based on the NE sewer system city population, the peak and minimum 

flow were calculated to be 3.5 and 0.3, respectively (Qasim, 1999). Similarly, for BG WW of 

SW the peak and minimum flow were 2.5 and 0.4, respectively (Qasim, 1999). Generally, 

low flows occur at night with peak flows during morning and evening (Butler & Davies, 

2004). These two peak times were assumed to be from 6:30 to 8:00 AM and 7:00 to 8:30 PM. 

The minimum flow is assumed to occur between 3:00 AM to 5:00 AM. During all other 

times, the flow is adjusted such that the average BG WW flow reported by the municipalities 

was achieved.  
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4 Manuscript of Journal Article 

ABSTRACT 

The accumulation of Fats, oils and grease (FOG) deposits in sewer systems is 

responsible for approximately a quarter of the annual line blockages in the United States that 

lead to the release of 3 to 10 million gallons of untreated wastewater to the environment. 

Significant effort is made by pretreatment coordinators to maintain the conveyance of 

wastewater by cleaning pipes with a significant accumulation of FOG deposits. While they 

are well aware of the current locations of these high accumulation zones, changes in the 

urban landscape may pose challenges in determining how the addition or deletion of food 

service establishments (FSEs) change the location of these high accumulation zones. This 

research focuses on the simulation of a sewer collection system to predict high FOG deposit 

accumulation zones, and attempts to predict changes in these accumulation zones caused by 

revitalization of urban landscapes using a MATLAB based computer model (CITYDRAIN) 

and a mechanistic model of FOG deposit formation kinetics. Simulations were performed on 

two different sewer collection systems. Results showed that the model was able to predict 

about 65% of the reported high FOG deposit accumulating zones. These simulations also 

showed significant changes in the location of these high FOG deposit accumulating zones 

with changes in the number and locations of FSEs in the urban landscape. Predictions from a 

sewer collection system model that includes FOG deposit formation kinetics will help assist 

pretreatment coordinators to plan periodic maintenance schedules and avert detrimental FOG 
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deposit related SSOs. These predictions can be performed for any sewer collection system if 

the necessary GIS data is provided. 

Keywords: FOG deposits, Sewer collection system, Microbially induced concrete corrosion, 

Numerical modeling  

4.1 Introduction 

The US EPA estimated that there are approximately 23,000 to 75,000 SSOs in the 

United States each year, corresponding to an annual discharge of 3 to 10 billion gallons of 

untreated wastewater (U.S. EPA, 2004).  Of these large numbers of SSOs, 50% have 

occurred as a result of line blockage with the single largest cause (47%) attributed to FOG 

accumulation in sewer lines (U.S. EPA, 2004).   

FOG wastes are primarily composed of triglycerides, i.e. esters of glycerol and fatty 

acids and are generated at food service establishments (FSEs) as byproducts of food 

preparation activities (Williams et al., 2012). Restaurants, fast food outlets, bakeries, pastry 

shops, creameries and bars are the main FOG-producing FSEs. However, a significant 

contribution to FOG production may also come from residential sources specifically in areas 

with high population densities (Ducoste et al., 2009).  

Since a major source of FOG is FSEs, the presence of FSEs at different locations may 

increase the risk of FOG deposit accumulation and the subsequent SSO if no maintenance is 

performed. The extent of accumulation of material within the collection system can vary 

spatially and depends on many factors including pipe structural condition, pipe deformation, 
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accumulation of debris or roots intrusion (Dominic et al., 2013), location and density of 

FSEs, and the location of multifamily dwellings. To prevent excessive FOG deposits 

accumulation and subsequent SSOs, pretreatment coordinators perform routine maintenance 

by identifying locations with high rates of FOG deposit accumulation and using high 

pressure jets to clean the partially clogged pipe segments. While pretreatment coordinators 

may be aware of current maintenance requirements of an existing sewer system, the 

discharge quality may change due to the changing urban landscape (i.e., changes in the 

number and location of FSEs) from the ongoing revitalization of many urban centers across 

the United States. Prediction of these high FOG deposit accumulation zone would require a 

model that simulates the transport of wastewater and the reaction process that describes how 

FOG deposits are formed. 

Research studies have shown that FOG wastes may undergo alkali driven hydrolysis 

which results in the production of three free fatty acid (FFA) molecules (Iasmin et al., 2014). 

Fatty acids, which are a major constituent of cooking oils and fats (Canakci, 2007; Ma & 

Hanna, 1999; Williams et al., 2012), may also be released as a result of cooking processes 

(Canakci, 2007) or microbial activity (Brooksbank et al., 2007).  

Hydrolysis is the precursor of a saponification reaction by which FOG deposits are 

formed (He et al., 2011, 2013; Iasmin et al., 2014). Iasmin (2014) proposed a mechanistic 

model that included alkali driven hydrolysis of triglyceride based on mass action principles 

and was able to predict changes in the rate of formation of saponified solids under different 

experimental conditions. In their model, formation of FFAs from the hydrolysis of 
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triglyceride was assumed to follow a one-step irreversible reaction process (Equation 4.1). 

The rate of triglyceride hydrolysis was assumed to follow a fourth order reaction kinetics that 

was proportional to the presence of un-reacted triglyceride and water in the system. Free fatty 

acids produced from triglyceride hydrolysis were consumed in a saponification reaction 

(Equation 4.2) that followed a third order reaction kinetics in which two moles of free fatty 

acids react with one mole of calcium ions to produce calcium-based fatty acid salts, i.e., 

calcium-based saponified solids. A first order reverse reaction kinetics for the possible 

destruction of the saponified solids was assumed in the saponification reaction (Iasmin, 

2014). However, the rate of destruction was related to possible breakdown and/or dissolution 

of the saponified solids (i.e., solid phase to liquid phase) and was hypothesized to occur due 

to the intense mixing conditions in their test reactor (Iasmin, 2014). 

Triglyceride (FOG) + 3 water                     3 Free fatty acids (FFA) + Glycerol           (4.1) 

2 FFA + Ca 
2+

                    Ca(FFA)2                 (4.2) 

where, kT = Reaction rate constant for the hydrolysis of triglyceride (L
3
 mol

-3
 hr

-1
) 

ks = Reaction rate constant for saponification of FFA and Ca
2+

 (L
2
 mol

-2
 hr

-1
) 

kd = Reaction rate constant for breakdown and/or dissolution (solid phase to liquid phase) of 

the saponified solids (hr
-1

) 

The model described by Iasmin (2014) was based on reactions between pure fats and 

calcium in the background wastewater. However, it does provide an initial framework that 

kSAP, kd 

kTri 
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could be used in a system wide description of the sewer collection system. What is still 

missing, however, is a description of accumulating solids in any particular sewer pipe 

section. 

A majority of FOG deposits in sewer have a grainy, sandstone-like texture and high 

yield strength (Kenner et al, 2008). In the rheological experiments performed by Iasmin et al. 

(2014) on FOG deposits and calcium based fatty acid salts, results showed that both calcium 

based fatty acid salts and FOG deposits displayed rigid stability indicating their limited flow 

properties when adhered to the sewer wall.  Keener et al. (2008) and He et al. (2011) showed 

that FOG deposits also demonstrate adhesive characteristics and can become securely bound 

to the interior pipe wall. The results of Keener et al. (2008), He et al. (2013), and Iasmin et 

al. (2014), clearly showed that FOG deposits, whether formed in the wastewater bulk 

solution or directly on the pipe wall, can accumulate along the pipe surface due to their 

rheological properties. Consequently a mechanism must be developed that describes the FOG 

deposit adhesion process. 

This research presents a model that describes the fate and transport of a FOG deposit 

and its intermediates through the sewer collection system. The model uses CITY DRAIN 

2.0.3, which is an open source software integrated within MATLAB/Simulink, and monitors 

the locations with the highest rate of FOG deposits accumulation at the pipe wall. These 

locations are addressed as “hotspots” throughout this study and represent the highest risk of 

an SSO occurrence due to FOG deposit accumulation. The purpose of this model is to 

investigate the potential impact of changes in the number and location of FSEs on the 
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predicted locations of hotpots. The goal is to develop a predictive tool that pretreatment 

coordinators could use to assess future sewer maintenance requirements with respect to high 

FOG deposit accumulating pipe segments.   

4.2 Methodology 

CITYDRAIN 2.0.3, which is an open source software integrated within 

MATLAB/Simulink, was used to model the sanitary sewer collection system. The graphical 

interface of CITYDRAIN includes various blocks representing pipes, mixers, separators, etc. 

that makes the user able to construct a model of an urban drainage system block by block.  

4.2.1 Muskingum’s method of flood routing 

CITYDRAIN is based on the Muskingum’s equation of flood routing (Equation 4.3): 

                                                                    (4.3) 

where V is the storage within the routing reach (L
3
), QI is the rate of inflow (L

3
/t), QE is the 

rate of outflow (L
3
/t), K is a constant (t) equivalent to the time required for a unit discharge 

wave travelling through the reach (representing prismatic storage) and X is a dimensionless 

weighting factor that relates to the amount of wedge storage. The storage V varies over time 

and is approximated by their values at times (i-1 and i) (Alcheitner 2006, Motiee et al., 

1997): 

  
       

 
                    (4.4) 
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Continuity equation at time i, is given by 

  

  
 

       

  
                            (4.5) 

Using Equations 4.4 and 4.5, the Muskingum scheme derives finally to (Achleitner et 

al., 2007) 

     
            

  
                                                                (4.6) 

where  

   
  

 
                                                             (4.7) 

   
  

 
                                              (4.8) 

The Muskingum parameter K applies to the total reach. When multiple subreaches are 

present, a reach is split into n equal subreaches, each having an associated Muskingum 

parameter K’ (Alcheitner 2006): 

   
 

 
                     (4.9) 

Subsequently, Muskingum scheme for each subreach j, considering that     
 

     
   

, 

is (Alcheitner 2006): 

    
 

 
    

   
        

 

  
                                                                (4.10) 
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where  

   
  

 
                                                            (4.11) 

   
  

 
                                             (4.12) 

and the total volume in the reach is (Alcheitner 2006): 

   ∑   
  

                     (4.13) 

4.2.2 Transport and Kinetics of FOG deposit formation 

As mentioned earlier, the kinetics of FOG deposits in this study relies on the findings 

of Iasmin (2014). However, for the sake of simplicity, there were some modifications to the 

kinetics of that study. In the present study, the hydrolysis rate was simplified to a first order 

reaction kinetics (Equation 4.14). In this study, since a large scale sewer system is considered 

and due to the absence of the intense mixing conditions in the lab, the possible destruction of 

saponified solids is not considered (Equation 4.16). The units of rate constants were also 

adjusted to fit the new model.  

Triglyceride                      3 Free fatty acids (FFA) + Glycerol                         (4.14) 

r FOGT = kTri × [FOG]                 (4.15) 

2 FFA + Ca 
2+

                    Ca(FFA)2                    (4.16) 

r SAP = kSAP × [Ca
2+

] × [FFA]
2        

        (4.17) 

kTri 

kSAP 
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where r FOGT  and r SAP are the rate of FOG hydrolysis and saponification (mol. L
-1

.s
-1

), kTri (s
-

1
) and kSAP (L

2
.mol

-2
.s

-1
) are the hydrolysis and saponification rate constant, and [FOG], 

[Ca
2+

] and [FFA] are the concentrations of FOG, calcium and FFA (mol. L
-1

), respectively.  

 Keener at al. (2008) and later Iasmin et al. (2014) stated that FOG deposits have an 

adhesive character and can become securely bound to interior pipe walls. As a result of the 

adhesiveness, saponified solids that have formed in the wastewater might be able to 

aggregate with those solids that have directly formed on the pipe wall. Hence, to simulate the 

accumulation of saponified solids on the sewer wall, an aggregation reaction is also 

considered (Equation 4.18). 

r AGG = kagg. γ.SL.SW                              (4.18) 

where r AGG  is the rate of aggregation (mol. L 
-1

 s 
-1

), kagg  is the aggregation reaction rate 

constant (L.mol
-1

), SL is the concentration of saponified solids in the liquid phase (mol.L
-1

), 

SW is the concentration of saponified solids on the pipe wall (mol.L
-1

) and   is the shear rate 

(s
-1

) which is computed as follows 

γ  
  

    
                              (4.19) 

In Equation 4.19, P is the wetted perimeter of the sewer pipe (m) and Rh is the hydraulic 

radius of the partially full sewer pipe (m). 

The above kinetics was incorporated into CITYDRAIN using the following transport 

equations in Table 4.1. By definition, flows and concentrations exchanged during a time 
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period are considered as mean concentrations over the respective time step Δt. Thus, QI, QE, 

CI and CE represent the mean flux between ti-1 and ti and:  

      

  
   

  

  
   

  

  
 

           

 
 
       

  
 

       

 
 
           

  
                                        (4.20) 

 

 

 

Table 4.1 Mass balance equations for all the components involved in the simulations 

 Mass Balance equation 
Equation 

Number 

FOG 
          

  
                     {           }   (4.21) 

FFA 

          

  
                    

 {                            }   

(4.22) 

Ca 
         

  
                   {               }   (4.23) 

SL 

         

  
                  

 {                                 }   

(4.24) 

SW 
         

  
 {                                 }   (4.25) 

 

 

 

4.2.3 Sewer Collection System Case Studies 

In this study, FOG deposits formation was simulated in two sewer collection systems: 

one located in the North East and designated as (NE), the other located in the South West and 

designated as (SW). The NE municipality provided information on locations of local 
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restaurants in 2009, average monthly flow rate of wastewater for the duration of two years, 

Geographical Information System (GIS) data of the sewer collection system, and a map of 

reported high FOG deposit accumulation zones that were determined from visual 

observations. A search was conducted to update the geographical data of all FSEs that have 

been in operation in 2009 since FSEs may open and/or gone out of business frequently. The 

list of FSE reported in 2009 was called “Current FSEs” since the simulation was performed 

with the data corresponding to year 2009. The map of additional FSEs added after 2009 was 

called “New FSEs”. For both current FSEs and new FSEs scenarios, geographical latitude 

and longitude of every FSE location were extracted using Google Maps and/or Google Earth
 

and then incorporated into GIS maps.  

For SW model, a map of the urban drainage system containing wastewater flow 

pattern, locations of FSEs as well as information on how frequent different pipe segments are 

cleaned were provided by SW municipality. Since the information on when FSEs were in 

operation in different years was not available, the new FSEs scenario for SW was defined by 

randomly reducing the number of current FSEs to half of its original number. A real world 

example for this case may be when FSEs have gone out of business and therefore do not 

discharge FOG waste. Thus in this study, new FSEs scenario for SW model corresponds to a 

reduction in the number FSEs. 

4.2.4 Simulations  

The sewer collection system model was performed for a simulation period of 7 days 

with a time step of 300 seconds. FOG deposit formation happens over a longer time, between 
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3 months to 2 years (keener et al, 2008). However, a 7-day period was chosen to reduce the 

overall model simulation time. Simulations of a longer period were performed but displayed 

no change in the predicted pipe segments that displayed high FOG deposit accumulation 

rates. Time steps less than 300 seconds were also explored to see if any change in the 

simulation results was produced. However, no change in the predicted pipe segments that 

showed high FOG deposit accumulation rates was found.  

The wastewater was divided into two major streams for both NE and SW models: i) 

background wastewater (BGWW) which represents typical domestic wastewater, and ii) FSE 

wastewater (FSE WW) which represents the effluent of the grease interceptor from an FSE 

facility. The input values for both streams are shown in Table 4.2. The calcium concentration 

was assumed to be identical for both background wastewater and FSE wastewater streams 

and was chosen to be 50 ppm. Since calcium could be provided by concrete corrosion and the 

extent of concrete corrosion may change spatially in the sewer collection system, a sensitivity 

analysis was later conducted to evaluate the effects of variable calcium concentration on the 

simulation results. 

 

 

Table 4.2 Input parameters for the numerical simulations 

 FSE WW BGWW 

Triglyceride (ppm) 200 - 

Ca 
2+

 (ppm) 50 50 
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(Aziz et al., 2012) conducted a study in which they evaluated the field performance of 

grease abatement devices (GAD). In their study, they collected intermittent volumetric flow-

rate data at 24 FSEs at 15-minute intervals over a 24-hour period and generated a cumulative 

distribution function for FSE flows. For both models, the FSE WW flow rate was taken from 

this distribution at the 95% less than position and is equal to 6.31E-4 m
3
/s (10 gal/min).  

As mentioned earlier, a monthly average flow rate was provided by the municipality 

of NE for duration of two years. This monthly average was converted to an annual average 

and the NE BG WW was adjusted such that the sum of BG WW and FSE WW would be 

equal to this annual average. Using this value for flow rate and assuming a pipe diameter of 

15 inches, the scour velocity for NE sewer collection pipes would be more than 2.5 ft/s 

(0.762 m/s) limit. Table 4.3 shows the BG WW flow rate for both NE and SW. 

The SW BG WW flow rate was calculated assuming a pipe scour velocity greater 

than 2.5 ft/s (0.762 m/s) and a sewer pipe diameter of 15 inches (see Table 4.3). Calculations 

were performed using Manning’s equation and can be found in Appendix A. 

 

 

Table 4.3 Background wastewater flow rate for NE and SW models 

 
BG WW Flow Rate 

(m
3
/s) 

NE 0.1503 

SW 0.026 
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4.2.5 Determining Hotspots and Model Calibration 

Hotspots were defined as locations in the urban drainage system where there is a high 

rate of FOG deposits accumulation and consequently, a potential for an SSO occurrence. The 

rate of FOG deposits accumulation was computed based on the rate of change in the FOG 

deposit concentration at the wall. Locations with the highest rates were considered as 

hotspots.  

Model calibration was performed by adjusting saponification reaction rate constants 

(kTri , kSAP and kAGG) such that model rate of saponified solids formation at the wall coincide 

with sewer system pipe locations where high FOG deposit accumulation zones from visual 

observation or a high frequency of maintenance was reported by the municipality. A Monte 

Carlo sampling approach consisting of drawing a random value from a defined probability 

distribution for all model inputs was performed in this study. A range of values was provided 

for each rate constant in the saponification model assuming a log normal distribution with an 

assigned mean value and variance. Each set of random values, one for each input (kTri , kSAP 

and kAGG), defines a scenario. Table 4.4 display the range of rate constants used for 

calibration. The Monte Carlo sampling was performed using an Excel spreadsheet modified 

to develop the three 3 rate constants scenarios for the given statistical information in Table 

4.4. The equations used to generate the random samples for each distribution are defined in 

Morgan and Henrion (1990). All the equations used to generate the random samples were 

based on the method of inverting the cumulative distribution function (Papoulis, 1991). 

Wider ranges were also examined and no significant improvement was noted. One hundred 
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sets of rate constants were randomly generated. For a 95 % confidence interval with a 10 % 

maximum error on the mean value estimate, more than 96 runs should be conducted (Hogg 

and Tanis, 1993). The three models were simulated with these 100 rate constant scenarios 

and the rate of change of FOG deposit concentration at the wall was calculated for each 

monitoring point in the sewer collection system. After each simulation, the monitoring points 

were sorted from high to low according to the rate of FOG accumulation at the wall. The 

points with the highest rate of FOG accumulation, which consisted of the top 10-25 percent 

of all monitoring, were compared to pipe segments that were reported to have high FOG 

deposit accumulation from visual inspection or that required a high frequency of cleaning to 

remove FOG deposit accumulation.  

  

 

Table 4.4 Range of rate constants used for calibration  

KTri KSAP KAGG 

2.86E-04 ± 3.54E-04 3.82E-04 ± 6.31E-04  2.99E-04 ± 5.31E-04  

Log Normal Distribution Log Normal Distribution Log Normal Distribution 

 

 

 

4.2.6 Sensitivity Analyses   

A sensitivity analysis was performed using the data generated from the Monte Carlo 

statistical method presented in the previous section to investigate the sensitivity of hotspot 

locations on the selection of kTri , kSAP, and kAGG. The results of each scenario (the outputs of 

the model) were then analyzed using Spearman Rank correlation to determine the sensitivity 

of the hotspots to these three rate constants.  
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To investigate how the amount of available calcium may affect FOG deposit 

formation rates, sensitivity analysis was also done using 100 randomized values for calcium 

concentration in FSE wastewater. The values ranged from 50 to 100 ppm. Since MICC has 

been has been recently identified as a potential pathway to FOG deposit formation (He et al., 

2013) by releasing significant amounts of calcium, this analysis may display how different 

rates of MICC at different locations throughout the collection system could impact FOG 

deposit formation. The 100 different values for calcium concentration were generated using 

the randomize function in Microsoft Excel 2010.  

4.2.7 Effect of flow variation 

Effect of flow variation was studied on both sewer collection systems. For the FSE 

flow, a peak factor of 6.2 was calculated according to Aziz et al. (2012). The minimum flow 

was assumed to be zero (Aziz et al., 2012) since there is no FOG waste produced during the 

times that FSEs are closed (1:00 AM to 9:15 AM). According to Aziz et al., (2012) there are 

three peak times during the activity of the FSEs each lasting about an hour: i) around lunch 

time (11:30 AM to 12:30 PM), ii) around dinner time (8:30 PM to 9:30 PM), and iii) when 

cleaning activities are being performed before closing time (12:00 AM to 1:00 AM). The 

FSE flow at all other times was adjusted such that the average flow would match the reported 

average value of 6.31E-4 m
3
/s (10 gal/min).  

For BGWW based on NE city population, the peak and minimum flow were 

calculated to be 3.5 and 0.3, respectively (Qasim, 1999). Similarly for the SW BGWW, the 

peak and minimum flow were 2.5 and 0.4, respectively (Qasim, 1999). Generally, low 
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municipal wastewater flows occur at night with peak flows during morning and evening 

periods (Butler & Davies, 2004). These two peak times were assumed to be from 6:30 to 8:00 

in the morning and 7:00 to 8:30 in the evening. The minimum flow was assumed to occur 

between 3:00 AM to 5:00 AM. During all the other hours, the flow was adjusted such that the 

average BGWW flow reported by municipalities matched the values reported in Table 4.3.  

4.3 Results and Discussion 

Out of 182 total monitoring points in the NE model, 75 produced non-zero FOG 

deposit accumulation at the wall when the model simulation was performed for the current 

FSEs scenario. This number increased to 119 when the model was performed with both 

current and new FSEs showing that the addition of new FSEs will cause FOG deposit 

formation at new locations. The corresponding numbers for SW model were 157 total 

monitoring points, with 72 non-zero FOG deposit accumulation locations when simulated 

with the current FSEs and 57 locations when simulated with the new FSEs (i.e., reduced 

number of FSEs from the removal of half). 

4.3.1 Calibration Results 

For the NE model after running the simulation for each set of rate constants and 

measuring the rate of change of FOG deposits wall accumulation for all non-zero monitoring 

points, the top 20 locations that had the highest rate of saponified solid accumulation were 

compared to the number of hotspot locations reported by the municipality. Results showed 

that multiple sets of rate constants generated the highest agreement. When using these rate 
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constants, the model was able to predict 13 out of top 20 locations that were in agreement 

with the municipality’s reported high FOG accumulating pipe segments. For SW collection 

system, only the top 20 percent with the highest rate of FOG deposit accumulation were 

compared to the reported cleaning frequency of the sewer system. The top 20 percent 

represented 14 point (hotspots), of which 10 hotspots were in agreement with the SW 

municipality cleaning frequency maps when simulated with the calibrated set of rate 

constants. Table 4.5 displays the mean and standard deviation of rate constants associated 

with the best fits for both NE and SW sewer collection system models.  

 Figure 4.1 displays the high FOG deposit accumulation zones from a section of the 

map provided by NE municipality along with the hotspots predicted by the model. In Figure 

4.1, the red dot displays reported hotspots by the municipality which was not predicted by the 

model and the green dots displays hotspots predicted by the model that were also reported by 

the municipality. There were also some additional hotspots (shown in yellow) predicted by 

the model that were not reported by the municipality. A section of SW cleaning frequency 

map along with the results from the model is shown in Figure 4.2.  

 

 

Table 4.5 Calibration results; rate constants that generated best fit for NE and SW models 

KTri KSAP KAGG 

1.30E-03 ± 6.01E-04 8.46E-04 ± 4.70E-04 1.13E-06 ± 5.50E-07 

 

 

 

The inability of models to predict hotspots reported by the municipality, (i.e. the 

presence of red dots) can be due to a number of factors. Pipe deformations such as pipe sags 
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have been shown to be potential location for FOG deposits to accumulate due to the low flow 

conditions in the deformed pipe segment (Dominic et al., 2013). Low flow conditions will 

reduce the ability to wash out any accumulated FOG and transport it further downstream 

beyond the sag location thus increasing the possibility of a saponification reaction or 

attachment to the pipe wall at the pipe sag location (Dominic et al., 2013). Another possible 

location for FOG deposits accumulation is where roots intrude the pipe and obstruct the 

cross-sectional area (Dominic et al., 2013).  The tendency of FOG deposits to accumulate on 

roots is due to the higher surface area provided by the roots (Dominic et al., 2013) or the 

occurrence of preferential accumulation of FOG by the roots (Ducoste et al., 2009).  

In this research, only non-residential FOG producers were considered. Residential 

dwellings, specifically in densely populated areas may have a substantial contribution to 

producing FOG considering the cooking processes in household’s kitchens (Ducoste et al., 

2009). FOG produced and released to the sewer system by residential contributors can 

significantly modify wastewater quality and thus change the location of hotspots. The model 

also assumes that FOG waste released by all FSEs has the same characteristics. Iasmin et al. 

(2014) have shown that different oil types will result in different FOG deposit formation 

kinetics. In their research, they also showed that different pH levels as well as temperature 

have a significant influence on the kinetics of FOG deposit formation. In addition, detergents 

used by FSE as well as commercial detergents used by residential communities have been 

shown to increase the FOG deposit formation rate and quantity due to pH effects as well as 

surfactants found in these detergents (Iasmin, 2014). As discussed in He et al. (2013) and 

Iasmin et al. (2014), the extent of concrete corrosion can impact the amount of calcium 
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leaching which will have a considerable effect on the saponification rate. Thus identifying 

the locations with higher rates of concrete corrosion would add to the accuracy of model.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 A Section of drainage system in NE with reported and predicted hotspots. Red 

displays reported hotspots by the municipality not predicted by the model, green displays 

hotspots predicted by the model and reported by the municipality, and yellow shows hotspots 

predicted by the model at each simulation that were not reported by the municipality. 
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Figure 4.2 A Section of drainage system in SW with reported and predicted hotspots. Red 

displays reported hotspots by the municipality not predicted by the model, green displays 

hotspots predicted by the model and reported by the municipality, and yellow shows hotspots 

predicted by the model and reported by the municipality. 

 

 

 

4.3.2 Impact of Changes in Urban Landscape 

 After the models were calibrated using the 2009 FSEs, the effect of rapid changes in 

the urban landscape was studied by adding or subtracting FSEs from the previously 

simulated model. Figure 4.3a displays the comparison between model results when simulated 

with and without new FSEs in the NE sewer systems. As shown in Figure 4.3a, 65 percent 

(13 out of 20 locations) of hotspots are still of high concern after adding the new FSEs 
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(shown in black). These locations still represent a high rate of FOG deposit accumulation and 

have the potential to cause an SSO if left unabated. A possible reason for no change in these 

13 hotspots is that some of the new FSEs are located upstream of these locations and 

consequently, these locations will experience more FOG discharge.  
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Figure 4.3.a Effect of adding new FSEs to NE model. Black shows hotspots that are still of 

high concern after adding the new FSEs, empty circles do not appear to be of high concern 

anymore, and new locations of high concern are depicted in red.   

 

 

 

The other 35 percent (7 out of 20 locations) of the hotspots, which are shown in 

empty circles, were no longer high accumulating zones and were not among the top 20 

locations that had the highest rate of FOG deposit accumulation. These 7 locations were 

more affected by the changes in the wastewater quality resulting from the additional new 

FSEs.  

The most significant change in the locations of hotspot though, was the appearance of 

7 new locations where there is the potential for a significant amount of FOG deposit 

accumulation. Based on the flow pattern, these locations were all downstream of the newly 

added FSEs.  
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Figure 4.3.b Effect of eliminating FSEs from SW model. Black shows hotspots that are still 

of high concern after adding the new FSEs, empty circles do not appear to be of high concern 

anymore, and new locations of high concern are depicted in red.   

 

 

 

As discussed in the methods section, the SW sewer collection system was used to 

demonstrate the influence of the closure or removal of FSEs on the FOG deposit 

accumulation in that collection system. The steps were similar to those of NE model and the 

resulting map is shown in Figure 4.3.b. As can be seen in Figure 4.3.b, when half of the FSEs 

were removed from the model, most of the previously existing hotspots also disappeared 

(shown in white), meaning that those locations no longer posed a high risk of a blockage and 

potential SSO from FOG deposit accumulation.  However, the removal of these FSEs has 
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also resulted in new hotspot locations where there is a high risk of FOG deposit 

accumulation.  The appearance or disappearance of FOG deposit accumulating zones is 

critical as the model demonstrates the change in the location where sewer maintenance may 

need to be performed due to the change in the number and location of FSEs. If left unabated, 

these new FOG deposit accumulating zones would result in SSOs. A model that can simulate 

FOG deposit formation and accumulation considering the urban landscape modification 

resulting from the addition and/or elimination of FSEs, could become an important sewer 

collection system management tool used by pretreatment coordinators.  

4.3.3 Effect of Flow Variation 

The initial simulations were performed under steady flow conditions. Wastewater 

discharge may vary depending on the time period of the day. Wastewater from FSEs is also 

subject to wide fluctuations over time (Aziz et al., 2012). To investigate the influence of flow 

variation, both NE and SW models were run with the calibrated rate constants, the current 

FSEs and varying FSEWW discharge and BGWW flows. Tables 4.6 and 4.7 show the 

results. 

 

 

Table 4.6 Effect of variable flow rates on the results of NE model 

 Number of hotspot locations that changed  

 Current FSES  New (increased) FSEs  

Variable BGWW flow  0 0 

Variable FSE WW 1 3 

Variable BG & FSE WW 1 2 
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Table 4.7 Effect of variable flow rates on the results of SW model 

 Number of hotspot locations that changed  

 Current FSES (30 FSEs) Eliminated FSEs (15 FSEs) 

Variable BGWW flow  6 5 

Variable FSE WW 6 6 

Variable BG & FSE WW 6 5 

 

 

 

The modifications in the locations of hotspots suggest that to completely predict the 

spatial distribution of locations where there are high risks of FOG deposit accumulation and 

the potential for SSOs, the sewer collection system model should include flow variability. 

The effect of these variations may be more significant if seasonal changes are included due to 

higher peaks and lower minimums. 

The impact of flow variation was more significant on SW collection system compared 

to NE collection system. The increased sensitivity to flow variation was  due to the difference 

in the relative position of the FSEs to the high FOG deposit accumulation zones in NE 

compared to SW collection system. For both current and new FSEs in the NE collection 

system, the majority of the high FOG deposit accumulation zones occur in an area with 

several FSEs. Many of the New FSEs were also located in this same region and therefore 

their additional FOG discharge did not change the FOG deposit accumulation location but 

did change the rate of formation. In the SW collection system, the FSEs and the resulting 

hotspots are more widely spread and hence, the result of variable flow is more significant. 

However, the fact that for both current and eliminated FSEs scenarios in the SW collection 

system, all 6 locations of hotspots for each variable flow condition are the same (Table 4.7), 

suggests that SW may also have an apparent bottleneck location. 
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4.3.4 Sensitivity Analysis of FOG Deposit Formation Rate Constants and calcium 

concentration 

The results of each scenario from the Monte Carlo approach for  NE and SW sewer 

systems were analyzed using Spearman’s rank correlation and are shown in Table 4.7 for top 

FOG accumulating pipe segments in NE collection system with the 2009 FSEs (current 

FSEs) and in Table 4.8  for SW collection system. A complete table for both models can be 

found in Appendix C. The analysis showed that the rate of change of saponified solid 

accumulation is sensitive to all three rate constants; kTri , kSAP and kAGG , with the greatest 

sensitivity to  kTri , the rate of FOG hydrolysis, followed by kSAP, and kAGG. The higher the 

correlation coefficient, the higher the sensitivity of FOG deposit accumulation to the rate 

constant. A positive correlation means that rate of change of FOG deposit accumulation 

increases as rate constant increases. Conversely, a negative coefficient states that rate of 

change of FOG deposit accumulation decreases as the rate constant increases. The results in 

Table 4.7 and 4.8 suggest that limiting FOG hydrolysis and the conditions that promote the 

saponification reaction will have a significant impact on FOG deposit accumulation in the 

sewer collection system. From a practical standpoint, the mitigation of FOG hydrolysis may 

be challenging since there may be several pathways that lead to the breakdown of FOG. 

However, limiting the saponification reaction could be achieved with effective removal of 

long chain FFA or directing these long chain FFA to undergo alternative chemical reactions 

so that they are unavailable to react with Ca. Future research would need to be performed to 
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look at alternative reactions with long chain FFA or for improving the separation 

performance of grease interceptors for the removal of FOG and long chain FFA. 

 

Table 4.8 Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient for top 25 percentile monitoring points 

when NE model was run with calibrated rate constants and current FSEs 

Top 

25% 

locations 

Spearman’srankcorrelation

coefficient with respect to 

      KTri                        KSAP                     KAGG 

yout 0.8077 0.6943 0.3168 

yout100 0.9264 0.7543 -0.0561 

yout153 0.8691 0.6601 0.1157 

yout154 0.8545 0.5967 0.2082 

yout157 0.9164 0.7491 -0.0423 

yout33 0.8322 0.582 0.2347 

yout56 0.9531 0.6778 -0.0327 

yout57 0.9431 0.6457 -0.0302 

yout59 0.9272 0.7095 -0.0607 

yout60 0.771 0.5582 0.0498 

yout65 0.9447 0.71 -0.0541 

yout66 0.9218 0.7589 -0.0546 

yout70 0.9208 0.7601 -0.0523 

yout76 0.898 0.7909 -0.0508 

yout79 0.9297 0.7487 -0.0613 

yout83 0.9206 0.7607 -0.0533 

yout90 0.8323 0.5728 0.23 

yout92 0.9185 0.7213 -0.0719 

yout93 0.9447 0.71 -0.0541 

yout94 0.9376 0.689 -0.0465 
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Table 4.9 Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient for top 10 percentile monitoring points 

when SW model was run with calibrated rate constants and current FSEs 

Top 

20% 

locations 

Spearman’srankcorrelationcoefficient

with respect to 

KTri                        KSAP                     KAGG 

Spike8 0.7642 0.5856 0.2251 

yout25 0.7618 0.5021 0.2156 

yout24 0.812 0.5245 0.2865 

Spike18 0.8247 0.5557 0.0968 

Spike14 0.8237 0.5704 0.1128 

Spike3 0.8207 0.5733 0.1085 

Spike5 0.8089 0.5384 0.2594 

Spike4 0.814 0.5298 0.261 

yout23 0.8117 0.5353 0.2557 

yout22 0.8139 0.5336 0.2545 

Spike10 0.814 0.5663 0.1237 

Spike21 0.8258 0.5641 0.1159 

Spike9 0.8257 0.5656 0.1158 

yout20 0.3414 0.1957 -0.106 

 

 

 

100 different values of the calcium concentration of FSE wastewater are shown in 

Appendix D. The NE collection system model was run with these different calcium 

containing FSE wastewater and the calibrated rate constants. The results were then compared 

with those of NE collection system run with calibrated rate constants and FSE wastewater 

containing 50 ppm of calcium. The results of this sensitivity analysis showed that the 

locations of hotspots did not significantly change with the different amounts of calcium in 

FSE wastewater. The present model does not capture some of the mechanisms leading to the 

accumulation of calcium in FOG deposits, i.e., the potential accumulation of calcium in the 

deposits due to DLVO interaction. During saponification, un-reacted FFA may be attracted to 
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the saponified solids and be incorporated in the solid matrix. These un-reacted free fatty 

acids likely draw calcium and other cations toward the solid core matrix based on the effects 

of van der Waals attraction and electrostatic repulsion (DLVO theory) (He et al., 2011; 

2013). Another group of researchers suggested that biocalcification is another mechanism 

that may lead to high calcium levels in FOG deposit samples (Williams et al., 2012) but more 

measurement is needed to prove this hypothesis.  
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5  Development of an Integrated Microbial Induced Concrete Corrosion 

FOG Deposit Formation Model 

Considering the role that concrete corrosion has been shown to play in FOG deposits 

formation, specifically in an environment containing sulfate, an evaluation of the potential 

reaction pathways that could help explain the relationship between concrete corrosion and 

FOG deposits accumulation may be needed. This chapter elaborates on the development of a 

second model and suggests a potential pathway that would predict the interaction between 

concrete corrosion and FOG deposit formation. Unlike the numerical model described in 

Chapter 4, this model focuses on a micro-scale one-dimensional transport problem combined 

with different chemical reactions involved with microbial processes, concrete corrosion, and 

FOG deposit formation at the concrete surface. The goal of the model would be to confirm 

some of the observations of previous researchers (Keener et al., 2008; He et al., 2013) that 

observed the formation of FOG deposit and the accumulation of other metals and minerals 

within FOG deposits that may have been produced from a concrete corrosion process.  

5.1 Ionic Transport Model 

The ion transport model relies on the research results of Samson and Marchand 

(2007) in which a microscopic equation for the transport of ionic species i is given as: 

 (    
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(   

   

  
  

     

  
  

  

  
      

     

  
     )                       (5.1) 

                 Diffusion    Electrical coupling       chemical activity      advection 
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where ci is the concentration of the species i in solution (mmol/L), c
s
i is the concentration in 

solid phase (mol/m
3
), ws is the volumetric solid content (m

3
/m

3
), w is the volumetric water 

content (m
3
/m

3
), Di is the diffusion coefficient (m

2
/s), zi is the valence number of the species, 

F is the Faraday constant (96,488.46 C/mol), R is the ideal gas constant (8.3143 J/mol/K), T 

is the temperature of the material (K), ψ is the electrical potential (V), γi (–) is the chemical 

activity coefficient, Vx is the average velocity of the fluid in the pore system under the action 

of capillary suction (m/s), and ri is a source/sink term accounting for the creation of the ion i 

in solution as a result of homogeneous chemical reactions (mol/m
3
/s).  

In the application of Equation 5.1 for modeling the concrete sewer pipe environment, 

the porosity is assumed to be constant. Hence, the water content (w) would remain constant. 

In addition, the main mechanism of transport is diffusion (Fick’s second law) and advection 

is not considered. As shown in a number of studies, the behavior of hydrated cement 

materials (in chloride and magnesium free environments) can be described by considering six 

different ionic species: OH
−
, Na

+
, K

+
, SO4

2−
, Ca

2+
 and Al(OH)4

−
 (Sarkar et al., 2010; 

Marchand et al., 2002; Marchand, 2001; Marchand et al, 2001). Typically, wastewater 

contains 30-50 mg/L chloride and 4-10 mg/L magnesium (Metcalf et al., 2010) that will 

expose the upper region of the concrete sewer pipe through periodic splashes. However, 

since there is no quantitative information regarding the frequency of exposure from 

wastewater splashes, a magnesium and chloride free environment could initially be assumed. 

In addition the presence of magnesium and chloride would cause complication in sulfate 

attack mechanism (Mehta & Monteiro, 2006). Furthermore, Na
+
 and K

+
 were neglected to 
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focus solely on OH
−
, SO4

2−
, Ca

2+
 and Al(OH)4

−
. Elimination of Na

+
 and K

+
 is not expected to 

affect the results since they do not contribute to the formation of the solid phases formed as a 

result of sulfate attack on concrete (Table 5.1).  

Chemical activity is calculated using modified Davis equation (Marchand et al., 2002; 

Samson et al., 1999) and the equations used to calculate the electrical potential id given by 

Samson and Marchand (2007). In the proposed model formulation for the coupled MICC 

FOG deposit formation, the effects of chemical activity and electrical potential are ignored 

due to increasing computational complexity. As a result, Equation 5.1 can be simplified to:  

 (    
 )

  
 

      

  
 

 

  
(   

   

  
)                                                                           (5.2) 

5.2 Operator splitting approach 

In order to solve Equation 5.2, Samson and Marchand (2007) proposed an operator 

splitting approach where the term involving c
s
i is removed from Equation 5.2 leaving 

Equation 5.3 to solve during the transport step. At the end of this calculation step, ionic 

profiles are produced for each ionic species. 

      

  
 

 

  
(   

   

  
)                                                                                     (5.3) 

For the system of ions to be stable after the transport step, the concentrations of ions 

must be in equilibrium with the corresponding solids formed from sulfate penetration and 

reaction with hydration products. To resolve any deviation from equilibrium, ion 

concentrations will be corrected in the chemical reaction step, by adjusting the concentration 
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of the solid phases. This step is achieved by enforcing the algebraic relationship describing 

the equilibrium state of each solid phase (given in a general form in Equation 5.4) present at 

a given location (Samson and Marchand, 2007).  

     ∏   
    

         with m =1, … , M                                                                               (5.4) 

where M is the number of solid phases, N is the number of ions, Km is the solubility constant 

of the solid m, ci is the concentration of the ionic species i, and νmi is the stoichiometric 

coefficient of the i th ionic species in the m th mineral.  

There are mainly 5 solid phases that have been the focus of several studies on the 

sulfate attack of concrete surfaces (Galindez & Molinero, 2010; Marchand et al., 2002; 

Marchand, 2001; Marchand et al., 2001). These solids are shown in Table 5.1. It should be 

noted that C-S-H does not have a known Ksp and there are several intermediate species 

involved when C-S-H dissolves in water as a result of sulfate attack (Marcahnd et al, 2002). 

However, since CH is more readily soluble than C-S-H, the dissolution of C-S-H was not 

considered in this study. Furthermore, since gypsum (G) and ettringite (Ett) are the main 

destructive solid products of sulfate attack, the initial model will focus only on these three 

solids (M in Equation 5.4 = 3). The chemical equilibrium equation for each solid, using 

Equation 5.4 is shown in Table 5.1. If the concentrations in solution do not satisfy the 

equilibrium equations in Table 5.1, then solids will either be dissolved or precipitated until 

these algebraic relationships are satisfied (Samson and Marchand, 2007). 
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Table 5.1 Equilibrium constants for solid phases in hydrated cement 

 

Name Chemical composition Expression of equilibrium 

Value of 

equilibrium 

constant (-log Ksp) 

1 Portlandite Ca(OH)2 Ksp = {Ca}{OH}2 5.2 

2 C-S-H 1.65CaO . SiO2 . (2.45)H2O Ksp = {Ca}{OH}2 - 

3 Ettringite 3CaO . Al2O3 . 3CaSO4 . 32H2O Ksp = {Ca}6{OH}4{SO4}
3{Al(OH)4}

2 44 

4 Hydrogarnet 3CaO . Al2O3 . 6H2O Ksp = {Ca}3 {OH}4 {Al(OH)4}2 23.0 

5 Gypsum CaSO4 . 2H2O Ksp = {Ca}{SO4} 4.6 

 

 

 

Assuming that the output of the transport calculation step is   
  (e.g. [   ], [   ], 

[    ], [       
 ]) and that   

  is not in equilibrium with the solids, then the equilibrium 

concentrations can be expressed as (Samson and Marchand, 2007): 

     
  ∑      

 
                     (5.5) 

where Xm represent the amount of solid that has to dissolve/precipitate to reach the 

equilibrium state. As a result, the system of equations for portlandite (CH), ettringite (Ett), 

and gypsum (G) is written as (Samson and Marchand, 2007): 

                                       
                                               (5.6) 

                                          
              (5.7) 

                   
           

          
        

  

                          
                         (5.8) 

This system of non-linear equations is solved to find XCH, XG and XEtt. As a 

convention, a negative Xm represents the dissolution of solid while a positive value represents 
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the precipitation of solid. After Xm is substituted into Equation 5.5, the concentration of each 

ion in equilibrium with solids is produced.  

The next step in the operation splitting approach includes solving the hydrochemical 

equilibrium reactions (i.e., “w.ri” in Equation 5.2). The initial model framework assumed that 

sulfuric acid, produced from MICC, is added during this step. The model utilized Yongsiri et 

al. (2005) expression for prediction of the H2S emission rate during wastewater transport in 

gravity sewers (     gS m
-3

 hr
-1

).  Rh2s is described by Equation 5.9 with the different 

parameters defined in Table 5.2. 

      
   

  
         [

    (       )    
 

 ⁄

  
] [   

       

          
]                        (5.9) 

 

Table 5.2 Parameters in Equation 5.9 

Parameter Definition Unit value Reference 

       
H2S concentration in air phase 

 
gS m

−3
 0.2 Appendix B 

CW Dissolved sulfide concentration in water phase  gS m
−3

 5.62 Appendix B 

dm Mean hydraulic depth  m 0.36 Appendix A 

F H2S(aq) fraction relative to total sulfide - 1 Appendix B 

F Froude number - 0.42 Appendix B 

          
Non-dimensional Henry’s law constant for H2S 

in clean water  
- 0.356 Appendix B 

S Sewer slope  m m
−1

 2% Appendix A 

U Mean velocity  m s
−1

 0.79 Appendix A 

T Temperature  K 298 
Sarkar et al. 

(2010) 

Α 
Correction factor for overall mass-transfer 

coefficient in wastewater 
- 0.6 

Yongsiri et 

al. (2005) 

Β 
Correction factor for saturation concentration in 

wastewater  
- 1.0 

Yongsiri et 

al. (2005) 
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After Equation 5.9 is solved,      is substituted into Equation 5.10 to predict the 

hydrogen sulfide oxidation rate      (gS m
−2

 s
−1

) (Vollertsen et al., 2008). 

     
 (    )

  
         

                                                                                                (5.10) 

where    is the surface-specific process rate constant (mg S m
−2

 s
−1

 (ppm H2S)
−n

),      is the 

hydrogen sulfide gas phase concentration (ppm), and n is the reaction order (-). According to 

(Vollertsen et al., 2008), n has an average value of 0.60 and    has an average value of 0.005 

(mg S m
−2

 s
−1

 (ppm H2S)
−n

).  

When sulfuric acid (oxidized hydrogen sulfide) is exposed to the concrete surface and 

corrosion proceeds, several different reactions may occur. Galindez & Molinero (2010) listed 

31 possible hydrogeochemical reactions of which the top 4 most important ones are 

considered in the proposed modeling framework (Table 5.3). It should be noted that both 

precipitation/dissolution reactions (Table 5.1) and speciation reactions (Table 5.3) are 

assumed to be in thermodynamic equilibrium (De Windt & Devillers, 2010). 

 

 

Table 5.3 Hydrogeochemical reactions considered in the model 

 

 

 

 

 

 Homogeneous reactions Log K 

1 H
+
 + OH

-
   H2O -14 

2 CaOH
+
 + H

+
   Ca

2+
 + H2O 12.85 

3 H2SO4   HSO4
- 
+ H

+
 3 

4 HSO4
-
   SO4

2-
 + H

+
 -1.99 
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Using the information in Table 5.3 and writing mass balances for H
+
, Ca

2+
 and SO4

2-
, 

the following system of equations is produced: 

[H
+
]eq - [OH

-
]eq - [CaOH

+
]eq + 2[H2SO4]eq + [HSO4

-
]eq = [H

+
] + 2[H

+
]

*
                           (5.11) 

[Ca
2+

]eq + [CaOH
+
]eq = [Ca

2+
]                    (5.12) 

[H2SO4]eq + [HSO4
-
]eq + [SO4

2-
]eq = [SO4

2-
] + [SO4

2-
]

*
            (5.13) 

where [ci]eq represents the ion concentrations when the ionic system re-establishes 

equilibrium after sulfuric acid is added, [ci] is the value from previous step (result of 

Equation 5.5) and [ci]
*
 is the amount of sulfuric acid added to the ionic system as a product 

of MICC (result of Equation 5.10). There are 7 unknowns in this system of equations (ci,eq’s). 

To determine the 7 unknowns in Equations 5.11-5.13, 4 more equations are introduced 

(Equations 5.14-5.17) that represent the equilibrium rate constant expressions for reactions 1-

4 in Table 5.3.   

                                                         (5.14) 

[    ]
  

               
                        (5.15) 

     
          

         
                     (5.16) 

[   
  ]

  
      

     
    

                        (5.17) 
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Finally, the proposed modeling framework utilizes the following FOG-related 

kinetics (Iasmin, 2014): 

      

  
                              (5.18) 

      

  
                                                                                                (5.19) 

     

  
                                                                                                                (5.20) 

       

  
                                                (5.21) 

Without a constant supply of FOG, according to Equation 5.18, [FOG] would 

eventually become zero and hence, saponified solids would not continue to form (i.e., [SW] 

would be zero). To prevent such an outcome, a constant concentration of 200 ppm of FOG 

was assumed. So in this initial modeling framework, Equation 5.18 was replaced by  

                                                    (5.22) 

Values of      and      were both taken from the calibrated results of Simulink model for 

SW collection system: 1.29e-4 (L
2
.mol

-2
.s

-1
) and 6.37e-5 (s

-1
), respectively. 

ASTM type V cement with water to cement (w/c) ratio of 0.45 (Marchand et al., 

2002) was selected for the MICC induced FOG deposit formation simulations since type V 

cement is sulfate-resistant and is used in environments where protection against sulfate attack 

is needed (Mehta & Monteiro, 2006). Assuming that the porosity would not change during 
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sulfate attack, type V cement with this w/c ratio has porosity (η) of 12.2% (Marchand et al., 

2002). Other material properties needed for numerical simulations are given in Table 5.4 

(Marchand et al., 2002). At this initial condition, concrete has a pH of about 13.35, which is 

in agreement with the literature (Mehta, 1970).  

 

 

Table 5.4 Materials properties required to perform the numerical simulations  

 ASTM Type V cement with          

Properties 
Concentration 

(mmol/L) 

Diffusion coefficients (m
2
/s) 

OH
-
 17.0e-11 

SO4 
2-

 3.4e-11 

Ca
2+

 2.6e-11 

Al(OH)4
-
 1.7e-11 

  
Initial pore solution (mmol/L) 
OH

-
 224.47 

SO4 
2-

 1.88 

Ca
2+

 2.33 

Al(OH)4
-
 0.03 

 

 

 

5.3 Current Modeling efforts 

When the initial modeling framework mentioned in previous sections was simulated 

in MATLAB, the results were reported as concentration profiles as a function of x (i.e., 

location where x=0 is the interface of concrete and oxidized hydrogen sulfide and x>0 is 

inside the concrete structure to which different ions diffuse) and t (time). tmax (i.e., the 

simulated time period) was chosen to be 7 days with a time step (dt) of 300 seconds. xmax 

(maximum distance that ions can transfer) was 8 mm with dx of 0.4 mm. These intervals and 
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max distance and simulated time periods were selected to reduce computational expense. No 

reduction in time steps or spatial grid size was performed for this initial study.  

Concentration profiles of FFA and saponified solids are shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2, 

respectively. Figure 5.3 displays the calcium concentration profile. In Figure 5.1, saponified 

solid concentration profile displays an increasing pattern at x=0, which can be explained with 

the increasing amounts of FFA at x=0 (Figure 5.2) and the constant concentration of calcium 

at x=0 (Figure 5.3). Saponified solids profile also displayed increasing concentrations at x>0, 

which represents the internal concrete structure where no saponification is assumed to take 

place. The increasing saponified solid concentration at x>0 is accompanied by the decrease in 

calcium concentration in the same location (Figure 5.3). The reason for the formation of 

saponified solids inside the concrete structure, and the increasing and decreasing 

concentration profiles for saponified solids and calcium, respectively, is due to equation 5.23, 

which is a combined form of Equations 5.20 and 5.21. 

     

  
 

       

  
                                                                                                               (5.23) 

When Equations 5.19 to 5.21 were solved individually, negative concentrations for 

the saponified solids were observed. To resolve these errors, the combination of Equations 

5.20 and 5.21 were performed which in turn led to the production of saponified solids inside 

the concrete structure.  
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Figure 5.1 Saponified Solids concentration profile 

 

 

 

 

  
Figure 5.2 FFA concentration profile 
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Figure 5.3 Calcium concentration profile 

 

 

 

Unlike calcium, sulfate has an increasing concentration profile at x>0 with increasing 

time. With small amounts of calcium available at x>0, less expansive solids could be formed 

and hence sulfate concentration starts to rise. Sulfate concentration is higher at x=0 where 

sulfuric acid is produced as a result of MICC, and continues to increase over time, suggesting 

sulfate build-up at the interface.  

Concentration profiles of OH
-
 and H

+
 (Figures 5.5 and 5.6) also demonstrate one of 

the errors of the model. As ASOBs continue to grow, more sulfuric acid is produced that 

results in a drop in the pH at the interface. However, the pH at the concrete wall did not 

change from its initial pH value of 13.35. This lack of pH change at the wall may be due to 

not considering the role of CO2(g) in decreasing concrete surface pH as described in (Ismail 
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et al., 1993). CO2(g) could not be simulated due to the large number of equations that needed 

to be modeled and the resulting instability.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.4 Sulfate concentration profile 
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Figure 5.5 OH

- 
concentration profile 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.6 H

+
 concentration profile 

 

 

 

The numerical methods used to solve these equations are mainly based on 

approximation methods, i.e., Crank-Nicholson and Newton-Raphson. These approximations 
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may be able to solve the problem and generate a result as in the case of this study. However, 

the combined use of several approximations used in each iterative step, resulted in unrealistic 

and erroneous solutions. Several attempts were made to resolve some of the errors displayed 

in the initial results from the MICC FOG deposit formation model.  In one method, 

simulations were focused to directly solving Equation 5.1 for each chemical species. Solving 

Equation 5.1 without operator splitting approach, however, was not feasible and due to the 

complexity of the equation, no alternative approach could be found.  

One should note that some of the constants used in Equations XX to YY varied 

greatly. For example the equilibrium constant of ettringite dissolution, which is one of the 

main mechanisms, is 1e-44. On the other hand, portlandite has a Ksp of 1e-5.2. This wide 

range of numbers is one of the main sources of numerical instability and errors in developing 

a solution to this problem.  

In this research, a system of 7 homogeneous reactions, describing the aqueous 

equilibriums and their corresponding mass balances, was considered (Equations 5.11-5.17). 

There are several other homogeneous reactions taking place during sulfate attack, which raise 

the number of unknowns and equations required to solve them. This increase in the number 

of equations could lead to a large system of equations with equilibrium constants less than 

1e-15, which leads to instabilities within MATLAB solvers (e.g. speciation of Al(OH)4 that 

has an equilibrium constant of 10
-34.3

). This instability was observed in simulations that 

attempted to increase the accuracy of the model by solving a system of 12 equations. The 

same problem occurred when CO2 (g) was considered. As a result, more equations were 
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added to the system of equations to consider reactions related to alkalinity, dissolution of 

CO2 (g) in the wastewater and precipitation of CaCO3 (s). 

The dissolution of C-S-H was also considered in an attempt to increase the accuracy 

of the simulations. Samson and Marchand (2007) suggested that the dissolution of C-S-H 

could be considered if the equilibrium expression is defined as 

Ksp = {Ca}{OH}
2
                                                                                                              (5.24) 

Equation 5.24, however, is the same the equilibrium expression of portlandite. The difference 

is that Ksp of C-S-H is considered to be lower than that of portlandite.  The problem with this 

assumption would be that the product of {Ca}{OH}
2
 would be equal to two different Ksp’s. 

Consequently, this assumption adds one new equation to the system of equations without 

adding a new unknown.     
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6  CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

6.1 Simulink Simulations 

The wastewater collection systems of two cities in US (NE and SW) were modeled 

and simulated using CITYDRAIN 2.0.3 to help assess changes in the wastewater quality in 

the sewer system due to changes in the urban landscape. Simulations focused on the changes 

in the quality of wastewater made by the discharge of FOG into the sewers by FSEs. Results 

of these simulations suggested that CITYDRAIN 2.0.3 has potentials to predict many of the 

FOG deposit accumulating hotspots for a given sewer collection system. While the models 

were able to demonstrate the impact of spatial changes in the discharge from FSEs on pipe 

segments with high FOG deposit accumulation, the models did not include important 

engineering aspects that could influence the outcome of the model predictions. As previously 

mentioned, pipe sags can exacerbate the accumulation of debris including the accumulation 

of FOG deposits (Dominic et al., 2013). The occurrence of pipe sags may be more prevalent 

in older sewer collection systems. These Simulink simulations could be enhanced if the 

hydraulics of these pipe sags were included. The NE sewer collection system is an older 

sewer pipe network that contains a significant amount of pipe sags where FOG deposit 

accumulation has been observed. It is possible that unique hydraulic characteristics of these 

pipe sags could be contributing to the accumulation of FOG deposits and may help explain 

some of the deviations between the model predictions and the visual observations of FOG 

deposits accumulation zones. 
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In addition, it is known that different FSEs discharge wastewater with different FOG 

and FFA concentration. This concentration variation may occur over hours to days. The 

current model simulation did not include the impact of spatial concentration discharge 

variation among the different FSEs in the collection system. Further, the model also did not 

account for the FSEs to discharge an initial concentration of long chain FFAs. All FFAs 

produced in the sewer collection system resulted from FOG hydrolysis after FOG discharge 

from the FSE. To investigate a more detailed model, knowledge of these dynamic changes in 

FSE WW concentration will be important.  

Finally, the contribution of non-restaurant and non-fast food FSEs was not considered 

in the present model. Bakeries, creameries, pastries’, bars and coffee shops are just a few 

other FSEs producing FOG daily. Residential areas are another potential FOG producer and 

unlike FSEs, are not regulated for discharging waste water containing FOG. By incorporating 

the above mentioned items into the model, the results would assist the pretreatment 

coordinators to plan their future routine maintenances more efficiently with greater reliability 

in the model accounting for more existing conditions.   

As the urban landscape continues to change with the revitalization of major 

metropolitan cities, this analysis could be helpful to assess changes in the wastewater quality 

in the sewer system. These hotspot predictions can be performed for any sewer collection 

system if the necessary GIS data is provided. Predictions from a sewer collection system 

model that includes FOG deposit formation kinetics will help assist pretreatment 

coordinators to plan periodic maintenance schedules and avert detrimental FOG deposit 
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related SSOs. In the future, alternative methods to assess potential locations for hotspots will 

be conducted and a region of uncertainty in hotspots will be assessed using the parameter 

sensitivity analysis. 

6.2 Integrated Microbial Induced Concrete Corrosion FOG Deposit Formation 

Model 

MATLAB was used to develop a model that linked microbial induced concrete 

corrosion and the formation of FOG deposits. While simulations were able to explain some 

of the results, there were several major errors. Although several attempts were made to 

resolve errors, no progress was observed and MATLAB was found to be an inappropriate 

platform for this type of simulations. In an appropriate platform, in addition to correcting the 

errors mentioned in Chapter 5, other enhancements could also be applied. Some of these 

enhancements are as follows:  

 More species (i.e. sodium, potassium, silicon, iron, aluminum,etc.) could be 

considered and consequently, the results of (Keener at al., 2008; He et al., 2013) 

could be better evaluated.  

 Cl
-
 and Mg

2+
 could be considered to provide more realistic assumptions for modeling 

wastewater constituents. 

 Solid phases such as C-S-H and monosulfate would be considered to present a 

broader view of sulfate attack on concrete and its consequences. 
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  CO2, which contributes to decreasing concrete surface pH from 13 to about 9, and its 

related gas, solid, and aqueous phase reactions could be considered.  

 Porosity would not be assumed as a constant. As sulfate attack progresses, porosity 

changes (Mehta & Monteiro, 2006) and hence water content (w in Equation 5.2) 

would increase. 

 An initial amount of solids would be considered in contrast to the simplified 

assumption of infinite solid phase in this study.  

 Diffusion of FFA and H
+
 might be considered.  

 Finally, comparisons could be made between models simulating: i) sulfate attack in 

concrete sewer pipes, and ii) Formation of FOG deposits and sulfate attack in 

concrete sewer pipes.  
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Appendix A 

Data in this section were taken from SW municipality website.  

A slope (S) of 0.02 (m/m) and a sewer diameter (D) of 15 inches were assumed. 

Manning’s coefficient (n) was assumed to be 0.013. 

 

 

According to the above figure: 

D = 15 in = 1.245 ft 
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 = 1.231 radians 
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θ = 2.462 radians 

Cross Sectional Area: A= 
  

 
        =  

           

 
               

                    A = 0.355 ft
2 

Wetted Perimeter:                         

                                  P = 3.065 ft 

Hydraulic Radius (Rh):  

      
     

     
       ft 

Mean hydraulic depth (dm):   

       
 

 
                        

Calculation of scour velocity for SW model: 

Manning’s Equation: 
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 ⁄    0.919 ft

3
/sec  

Scour Velocity: 
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Calculation of scour velocity for NE model: 
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Appendix B 

H2S concentration in air phase (      ): 

Le Roux et al. (2009) reported that H2S gas concentration in sewer atmosphere varies 

in the range of 100-200 ppm.  In the present an average of 150 ppm was assumed. The 

following calculations would result in        in gS m
-3

. 

               
              

     
                (B.1) 

By reaarangig ideal gas law, we get:   
  

  
, so for               , n would be: 

  
            (           )

(     
     

 
)          

                                                                         (B.2) 

                   
       

          
 

      

       
                                (B.3) 

           
   

  
 

Froude Number (F): 

Froude number (F) is defined as (Yongsiri et al., 2005): 

  
 

√    
                    (B.4) 
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Where u is mean velocity (m/s); g is gravitational acceleration (9.81 m/s
2
); and dm is mean 

hydraulic depth (m). Using the information in Appendix A, and assuming that mean velocity 

is equal to scour velocity (V), Froude number for SW model is calculated as:  

  
        

√                   
                                (B.5) 

If the flow characteristics of NE are used, then the Froude number would be 0.12. A 

sensitivity analysis could be conducted to investigate the effect of Froude number.  

H2S(aq) fractionrelativetototalsulfide(f): 

The H2S(aq) fraction relative to total sulfide (f) is quantified as 

  
         

               
 

 

          
                           (B.6) 

Where pKa=7. Assuming that domestic wastewater has a pH value of 7, 

  
 

                           (B.7) 

Which means 50 % of total dissolved sulfide is in the form of H2S(aq) and the other 50% is in 

the form of HS
-
.  

Non-dimensionalHenry’slawconstantforH2S in clean water          ): 

Henry’s Law Constants for Hydrogen Sulfide in Clean Water is 483.0 (atm per Mole 

Fraction) (Metcalf and Eddy, 1991). With a unit conversion, this number equals          
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(atm m
3
/mol). When divided by RT (where R is the universal gas constant and T is 

temperature), Henry’s law constant would be non-dimensional: 

          
              

  

   
        

  

   
 

       
     

 
           

                   (B.8) 

Dissolvedsulfideconcentrationinwaterphase(CW): 

Nielsen et al. (2008) reported that the concentration of hydrogen sulfide in the 

atmosphere of the gravity sewer was generally below 10% of the concentration in 

equilibrium with the sulfide concentration (      
 
) in the wastewater. Hence 

      
  

      

    
 

    
   

  

    
   

   

                  (B.9) 

Applying Henry’s law to find the dissolved sulfide concentration in water phase (CW) 

we would have: 
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Appendix C 

Table C.1 Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient for NE model run with calibrated 

rate constants and current FSEs 

Potential 

hotspot 

location 

Spearman’srankcorrelationcoefficient

with respect to 

    KTri                        KSAP                           KAGG 

out 0.8077 0.6943 0.3168 

yout100 0.9264 0.7543 -0.0561 

you101 0.7873 0.41 -0.0387 

yout102 0.879 0.7243 -0.00023 

yout103 0.9132 0.7587 -0.0450 

yout104 0.9244 0.7551 -0.0586 

yout105 0.8252 0.7075 -0.0355 

yout106 0.4444 0.4974 0.0183 

yout107 0.341 0.3978 0.0346 

yout108 0.3223 0.37443 0.0348 

yout109 0.8541 0.8248 -0.0355 

yout111 0.9194 0.7614 -0.0562 

yout15 0.9271 0.751 -0.0587 

yout150 0.8546 0.8295 -0.0417 

yout151 0.8272 0.8506 -0.0435 

yout153 0.8691 0.6601 0.1157 

yout154 0.8545 0.5967 0.2082 

yout157 0.9164 0.7491 -0.0423 

yout158 0.9029 0.5192 -0.0378 

yout20 0.8895 0.7955 -0.0408 

yout22 0.8921 0.7902 -0.055 

yout23 0.8706 0.8085 -0.0556 

yout24 0.8133 0.8409 -0.0192 

yout30 0.9076 0.7394 -0.0522 

yout31 0.924 0.7477 -0.0528 

yout32 0.9062 0.7515 -0.0431 

yout33 0.8322 0.582 0.2347 

yout34 0.758 0.7216 -0.0353 

yout41 0.928 0.7507 -0.0598 

yout42 0.3673 0.4207 0.0345 

yout51 0.346 0.3935 0.1391 
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Table C.1 Continued 

Potential 

hotspot 

location 

Spearman’srankcorrelationcoefficient

with respect to 

    KTri                        KSAP                           KAGG 

yout52 0.1738 0.1944 0.1356 

yout53 0.8337 0.7543 -0.051 

yout54 0.8673 0.7736 0.0021 

yout55 0.6579 0.8662 0.0954 

yout56 0.9531 0.6778 -0.0327 

yout57 0.9431 0.6457 -0.0302 

yout58 0.8892 0.7662 0.0107 

yout59 0.9272 0.7095 -0.0607 

yout60 0.771 0.5582 0.0498 

yout61 0.9267 0.7508 -0.0569 

yout62 0.9268 0.7509 -0.0566 

yout63 0.9255 0.752 -0.0574 

yout64 0.9151 0.7423 -0.0392 

yout65 0.9447 0.71 -0.0541 

yout66 0.9218 0.7589 -0.0546 

yout67 0.8942 0.7441 -0.0178 

yout69 0.9268 0.7509 -0.0566 

yout70 0.9208 0.7601 -0.0523 

yout71 0.8858 0.7963 -0.031 

yout72 0.9263 0.7511 -0.0572 

yout73 0.8325 0.8038 0.0084 

yout74 0.8585 0.8055 -0.0144 

yout75 0.9263 0.7511 -0.0572 

yout76 0.898 0.7909 -0.0508 

yout78 0.9263 0.7511 -0.0572 

yout79 0.9297 0.7487 -0.0613 

yout80 0.9268 0.7509 -0.0566 

yout81 0.9295 0.7314 -0.0541 

yout83 0.9206 0.7607 -0.0533 

yout84 0.9267 0.7491 -0.0583 

yout86 0.9273 0.7483 -0.0574 

yout87 0.9211 0.7405 -0.0351 

yout88 0.9068 0.7684 -0.042 
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Table C.1 Continued 

Potential 

hotspot 

location 

Spearman’srankcorrelationcoefficient

with respect to 

    KTri                        KSAP                           KAGG 

yout89 0.8236 0.8354 -0.0512 

yout90 0.8323 0.5728 0.23 

yout91 0.9263 0.7511 -0.0572 

yout92 0.9185 0.7213 -0.0719 

yout93 0.9447 0.71 -0.0541 

yout94 0.9376 0.689 -0.0465 

yout95 0.6638 0.04806 0.081 

yout96 0.3906 0.2628 0.1168 

yout97 0.3126 0.2462 0.1113 

yout98 0.2448 0.2188 0.121 

yout99 0.1663 0.1721 0.1391 

 

 

 

Table C.2 Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient for SW model run with current FSEs 

Potential 

hotspot 

location 

Spearman’srankcorrelationcoefficient

with respect to 

    KTri                        KSAP                           KAGG 

Spike 0.8292 0.5594 0.118 

Spike1 0.8224 0.5702 0.1143 

Spike10 0.814 0.5663 0.1237 

Spike11 0.8198 0.5743 0.1121 

Spike12 0.8287 0.5589 0.1079 

Spike13 0.7976 0.5977 0.1242 

Spike14 0.8237 0.5704 0.1128 

Spike15 0.8111 0.5692 0.1079 

Spike16 0.8297 0.5592 0.1181 

Spike17 0.8257 0.5647 0.1167 

Spike18 0.8247 0.5557 0.0968 

Spike19 0.8203 0.5723 0.1056 

Spike2 0.8101 0.5865 0.1079 

Spike20 0.8221 0.5679 0.1157 

Spike21 0.8258 0.5641 0.1159 

Spike3 0.8207 0.5733 0.1085 
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Table C.2 Continued 

Potential 

hotspot 

location 

Spearman’srankcorrelationcoefficient

with respect to 

    KTri                        KSAP                           KAGG 

Spike4 0.814 0.5298 0.261 

Spike5 0.8089 0.5384 0.2594 

Spike6 0.8247 0.5669 0.1157 

Spike7 0.7829 0.6048 0.0993 

Spike8 0.7642 0.5856 0.2251 

Spike9 0.8257 0.5656 0.1158 

yout1 0.7922 0.602 0.1344 

yout100 0.7934 0.6092 0.1057 

yout103 0.7874 0.6167 0.1022 

yout106 0.7863 0.6037 0.1289 

yout107 0.8091 0.5528 0.2179 

yout11 0.8222 0.5709 0.1141 

yout12 0.8101 0.5839 0.1081 

yout125 0.8112 0.5857 0.1076 

yout126 0.8107 0.5837 0.1165 

yout127 0.8234 0.5548 0.1628 

yout128 0.8211 0.5575 0.1629 

yout129 0.8187 0.5606 0.1643 

yout13 0.8112 0.5863 0.1073 

yout130 0.8189 0.5574 0.1692 

yout131 0.8146 0.5648 0.1673 

yout14 0.8221 0.5357 0.2253 

yout15 0.8173 0.5407 0.229 

yout16 0.7858 0.5891 0.1053 

yout17 0.8307 0.5578 0.119 

yout18 0.7985 0.5315 0.2524 

yout19 0.8154 0.5362 0.2446 

yout2 0.7917 0.6108 0.1056 

yout20 0.3414 0.1957 -0.106 

yout22 0.8139 0.5336 0.2545 

yout23 0.8117 0.5353 0.2557 

yout24 0.812 0.5245 0.2865 

yout25 0.7618 0.5021 0.2156 

yout28 0.7829 0.5793 0.1087 
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Table C.2 Continued 

Potential 

hotspot 

location 

Spearman’srankcorrelationcoefficient

with respect to 

    KTri                        KSAP                           KAGG 

yout3 0.8091 0.5688 0.1758 

yout4 0.8159 0.5798 0.1099 

yout40 0.8172 0.5785 0.1096 

yout43 0.8043 0.5912 0.1185 

yout44 0.7991 0.5985 0.1154 

yout48 0.8119 0.5846 0.1069 

yout51 0.8102 0.5863 0.1079 

yout53 0.7907 0.6127 0.1023 

yout54 0.8013 0.5991 0.1031 

yout6 0.8109 0.5859 0.1072 

yout62 0.819 0.5757 0.1113 

yout63 0.8159 0.5798 0.1099 

yout67 0.7944 0.6091 0.0977 

yout69 0.8207 0.5707 0.1212 

yout70 0.8137 0.5798 0.119 

yout86 0.8255 0.5651 0.1164 

yout92 0.8194 0.5679 0.1226 

yout93 0.8102 0.5863 0.1079 

yout94 0.8083 0.5895 0.1072 

yout95 0.805 0.5938 0.105 

yout96 0.8009 0.5992 0.1029 

yout97 0.7988 0.6071 0.0983 
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Appendix D 

Table D.1 Randomized values of calcium concentration in FSE WW (NE model) 

Ca Conc. (ppm) Ca Conc. (M) 

90.9471 2.2737 

67.2027 1.6801 

79.6372 1.9909 

84.4073 2.1102 

83.2678 2.0817 

96.5952 2.4149 

76.1691 1.9042 

97.2095 2.4302 

63.2907 1.5823 

77.0795 1.9270 

94.0170 2.3504 

84.2825 2.1071 

63.3447 1.5836 

65.1538 1.6288 

76.4428 1.9111 

90.8635 2.2716 

54.1582 1.3540 

97.2615 2.4315 

57.4379 1.4359 

70.0832 1.7521 

66.3232 1.6581 

69.5052 1.7376 

64.8988 1.6225 

52.1308 1.3033 

82.6785 2.0670 

82.0483 2.0512 

94.3561 2.3589 

91.6396 2.2910 

92.0966 2.3024 

84.5173 2.1129 

86.3235 2.1581 

60.5928 1.5148 

90.3930 2.2598 

68.2963 1.7074 

84.4997 2.1125 
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Table D.1 Continued 

Ca Conc. (ppm) Ca Conc. (M) 

86.6045 2.1651 

74.4079 1.8602 

93.9564 2.3489 

68.7219 1.718 

78.4481 1.9612 

72.1778 1.8044 

54.4611 1.3615 

81.9803 2.0495 

77.2914 1.9323 

71.3497 1.7837 

59.3277 1.4832 

97.8288 2.4457 

90.4976 2.2624 

79.9625 1.9991 

92.5272 2.3132 

81.5641 2.0391 

63.4409 1.586 

54.0599 1.3515 

74.5626 1.8641 

94.0009 2.35 

57.2542 1.4314 

50.6791 1.267 

88.5982 2.215 

99.0786 2.477 

73.0914 1.8273 

57.4581 1.4365 

61.0091 1.5252 

63.0614 1.5765 

70.6222 1.7656 

90.5132 2.2628 

90.6646 2.2666 

88.0645 2.2016 

67.65 1.6913 

79.1614 1.979 

82.7448 2.0686 

92.0318 2.3008 

79.2195 1.9805 
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Table D.1 Continued 

Ca Conc. (ppm) Ca Conc. (M) 

57.0675 1.4267 

63.0177 1.5754 

96.8696 2.4217 

52.162 1.3041 

52.1039 1.3026 

99.0543 2.4764 

98.6864 2.4672 

77.1816 1.9295 

61.2 1.53 

70.847 1.7712 

74.9342 1.8734 

89.4018 2.235 

71.6078 1.7902 

73.0947 1.8274 

93.8539 2.3463 

88.1684 2.2042 

93.884 2.3471 

52.57 1.3143 

83.6309 2.0908 

73.8359 1.8459 

63.2483 1.5812 

68.6694 1.7167 

71.4221 1.7856 

90.9578 2.2739 

66.543 1.6636 

64.467 1.6117 

53.1453 1.3286 

88.2251 2.2056 

 

 


